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Abstract
We study the relative homological behaviour of the omnipresent class of cleft extensions of
abelian categories. This class of extensions is a natural generalization of the trivial extensions
studied in detail by Fossum, Grith and Reiten and by Palmer and Roos. We apply our results
to the relative homology of cleft extensions of rings. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
MSC: Primary 18G25; 18G20; 16E10; 16E70; secondary 18G10; 18G05; 16D40; 16S70
1. Introduction
Cleft extensions of abelian categories were introduced by the author in an earlier
paper [6] as a generalization of the same concept of rings (denitions and examples
are recalled in Section 2). They provide a natural setting in which to study relative
homology which is the topic of the present paper. Indeed, for simplicity and generality
reasons, for the homological study of cleft ring extensions, it is natural to work instead
in the context of cleft extensions of abelian categories. This leads to general theorems
which can be applied back to the germinating case of rings, where they provide new
information on global dimension, answer a question of Auslander{Reiten, give gener-
alizations of some familiar results of Reiten and others, and yield new proofs of some
well-known theorems of Mitchell.
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The (homological) study of cleft extensions of rings is quite essential and has inter-
esting applications to classical ring theory, since this class of ring extensions is very
large: it includes free rings, polynomial rings, exterior rings, positively graded rings,
basic semiperfect rings, group rings, supplemented rings, universal enveloping alge-
bras of Lie algebras, trivial extension rings and in particular triangular matrix rings,
truncated extension rings, quotients of quiver algebras, and all rings satisfying some
version of the Principal Theorem of Wedderburn. From the point of view of represen-
tation theory, a cleft extension of an abelian category is a natural generalization of the
module category of the ring kQ=hi, where Q is a quiver, k is a (semisimple) ring and
 is a set of relations.
The paper is organized as follows. Each time we prove a result about general cleft ex-
tensions of abelian categories, e.g. \Theorem n.m", we usually include its ring-theoretic
interpretation. The ring-theoretic results are labelled as \Corollary For Rings n:m+1".
Now we describe the contents of the paper section by section.
In Section 2, we review the basic facts from [6] about cleft extensions of abelian
categories and cleft extensions of rings, we present a large list of constructions and
examples of cleft extensions and we x some notation.
The natural setting in which we study the homological behaviour of a cleft extension
is that of relative homological algebra as covered in Mac Lane’s book [24]. In Section 3
we lift proper classes of short exact sequences R in an abelian category D, to proper
classes of short exact sequences F in a cleft extension C of D; we lift always the
minimal proper class of split short exact sequences in D to obtain the proper class  in
C. We construct relative projective resolutions in C with respect to the proper classes
F ;  and we analyse the F -projective resolutions of the important class of primitive
objects of C, which includes the \induced" from D objects of C. These objects are
the -proper extensions of nonzero objects of D. Our main aim in the remaining sec-
tions is to study the F -, and -relative homological structure of C, using information
directly available from D.
In Section 4 we study relative derived functors with respect to F ;  and we obtain
preliminary formulas for the relative extension functors, and for the relative derived
functors of a particular functor C :C!D, which is part of the structure of a cleft
extension. This functor plays an important role in the homological behaviour of C. We
construct a natural morphism between the F -, -relative derived functors of C and we
study its properties. As an application we study when a relative (co-)tilting object in
D can be lifted to a relative (co-)tilting object in C. As a consequence of the lifting
of (co-)tilting objects, we prove that the trivial extension of a Cohen{Macaulay Artin
algebra by a dualizing bimodule is Gorenstein, giving a positive answer to a question
of Auslander and Reiten [2].
In Section 5, we characterize under various conditions, the niteness of the relative
(nitistic) global dimension of a cleft extension, giving a variety of bounds, and we
prove generalized versions of the Hilbert Syzygy Theorem and the Hilbert Basis The-
orem. Then we apply these results to some specic examples from Section 2. In this
respect we compute the relative global dimension and the relative extension functors in
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free, polynomial, symmetric and exterior categories over an abelian category, equipped
with a family of right exact endofunctors, generalizing most of the results of Mitchell
[28, Chapter IX].
In Section 6 we study cleft extensions of small relative global dimension and relative
Frobenius cleft extensions. More precisely, we give necessary and sucient conditions
for the relative global dimension of C to be (less than or equal to) 1 or 2 and for C
to be a (relative) Frobenius category.
In Section 7, we introduce some vanishing conditions which permit more precise
formulas for the relative extension functors of C and the relative derived functors of
the functor C mentioned above. These formulas become exact in the case of trivial
extensions, comma-categories, categories of morphisms and in particular in the case
of generalized triangular matrix rings. Finally, we analyse the relations between the
relative derived functors of C with respect to F ; , by studying the Butler{Horrocks
spectral sequence for C, induced by the inclusion of proper classes F in C. The re-
sults of this and the previous sections generalize to the nontrivial case all the analogous
results of Palmer and Roos [31] and Fossum et al. [13].
Section 8 is devoted to the homological study of truncated extensions. We apply
our previous results to a truncated extension C of an abelian category D, and under
some mild vanishing condition we obtain exact formulas for the relative global di-
mension, the relative derived functors of C, and the relative extension functors of C,
generalizing all the results of Marmaridis and Papistas [27]. In particular, we prove
the generalized form of the Strong No Loops Conjecture for truncated extensions [27],
under much more general conditions and using dierent and more simple methods. As
a nal application we prove the Cartan Determinant Conjecture for nite-dimensional
truncated algebras over a eld.
A general convention used in this paper is that the composition of morphisms in a
given category is meant in the diagrammatic order: if f; g are composable, then f  g,
means rst f then g. There are two exceptions: we use the usual anti-diagrammatic
order when we compose functors and when we apply elements to (compositions of)
morphisms in concrete categories. If f1 :X !A; f2 :Y !A and g1 :A!X; g2 :A!Y
are morphisms in an additive category, then we denote by t(f1; f2) :X  Y !A and
(g1; g2) :A!X  Y , the uniquely induced morphisms.
2. Cleft extensions of rings and of abelian categories
In this section we review from [6], some basic facts concerning cleft extensions of
rings and abelian categories, we present constructions and examples of such extensions
(mainly from ring theory), and we x the notation.
2.1. Cleft and #-extensions of rings
Let   be an associative ring. A cleft extension of   is a triple (; ; ) consisting
of a ring  and ring morphisms  :! ;  : !, such that    = Id . We call
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 the projection and  the cleaving of (; ; ). Cleft extensions of   are the objects
of a category CE( ). A morphism in CE( ) between (; 1; 1) and (; 2; 2), is a
ring morphism  :! such that   2 = 1 and 1  = 2. For a better description
of a cleft extension  of a ring   we need the notion of a #-extension of   by a
 { -bimodule M , [26,6]. Let  M  be a  { -bimodule and let # :M ⊗  M!M be
an associative  { -bimodule morphism, i.e. the diagram below commutes:
M ⊗  M ⊗  M
1M⊗#−−−−−! M ⊗  M
#⊗1M
?????y #
?????y
M ⊗  M
#−−−−−! M:
We call the pair (M;#) a multiplicative  { -bimodule. The #-extension ring = n#
M of   by M , is dened as follows:  =    M in the category of abelian groups
Ab. The multiplication of  is dened by the formula:
(r1; m1)(r2; m2) = (r1r2; r1m2 + m1r2 + #(m1 ⊗ m2)):
If #= 0, we obtain the familiar trivial extension of   by M . It is clear that  n# M
is a cleft extension of   with projection dened by (; m) =  and cleaving de-
ned by () = (; 0). We dene the category E#( ) of #-extensions of   as follows.
The objects are triples ( n# M; ; ) as above. A morphism  : n# M! n’ N
is a ring morphism  which commutes with  and . Let (; ; ) be a cleft ex-
tension of   and set M :=Ker(). The ideal M is a multiplicative  { -bimodule
with actions    M!M : (; m) 7! ()  m and M   !M : (m; ) 7! m  () and
multiplication #(m1 ⊗ m2) = m1m2 (multiplication inside ). Hence, we can form the
#-extension  n#M and in this way we obtain a functor F :CE( )!E#( ). Now con-
sider the category MB( ) with objects multiplicative  { -bimodules (M;#). A mor-
phism  : (M;#)! (N; ’) inMB( ) is a  { -bimodule morphism  :M!N such that
#=(⊗)’. Then we dene a functor G :MB( )!E#( ) by setting G(M;#)=
 n# M and G()(; m) = (; (m)).
The following result [6], which is a direct consequence of the denitions, allows us
to reduce the study of cleft extensions to the more concrete class of #-extensions.
Proposition 2.1. The functors F :CE( )!E#( ) and G :MB( )!E#( ) dened
above are equivalences of categories. The equivalence G restricts to an equivalence
G :Mod( e) !E#=0( ); where  e is the enveloping ring of  .
If = n#M is a cleft #-extension of  , then the  { -bimodule M is an ideal of .
The morphism # is called nilpotent if the ideal M of  is nilpotent. This happens i
9i 2 N : (1M ⊗ 1M ⊗    ⊗ 1M ⊗ #)      (1M ⊗ #)  # = 0 :M⊗i+1 !M . Also # is
called right T-nilpotent if the ideal M is right T-nilpotent [5] and this happens i
8(mi)i2NM , 9j 2 N: #(mj⊗#(mj−1⊗#(mj−2⊗  ⊗#(m3⊗#(m2⊗m1))   )))=0.
Left T-nilpotency of # is dened similarly.
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2.2. Cleft and -extensions of abelian categories
Throughout this section we x an abelian category D.
Denition 2.2 (Beligiannis [6]). A cleft extension of D is an abelian category C to-
gether with additive functors U :C!D (projection) and Z :D!C (cleaving) such
that:
(i) U is faithful exact and admits a left adjoint T :D!C.
(ii) UZ= IdD.
Example 2.3. The motivating example of a cleft extension is the following. Let (; ; )
be a cleft extension of the ring   and let Mod(), resp. Mod( ), be the category of
right -, resp.  -, modules. Set U= Hom[ ;−] =−⊗   :Mod()!Mod( ),
T = − ⊗   :Mod( )!Mod() and Z = Hom [  ;−] :Mod( )!Mod(). It is
easy to see that Mod() is a cleft extension of Mod( ).
For an internal description of cleft extensions of D, we need the notion of an
-extension DF() of D by a right exact endofunctor F :D!D, as introduced in
[26]. Here  :F2!F is an associative natural morphism, i.e. F   = F  , and
DF() has as objects pairs (X; f) where f :FX !X is a morphism of D such that:
Ff  f = X  f. A morphism a : (X; f)! (Y; g) in DF() is a morphism a :X !Y
in D such that f  a= Fa  g. The above commutativities are shown in the following
diagrams:
F3
F−−−−−! F2
F
?????y 
?????y
F2
−−−−−! F
F2(X )
Ff−−−−−! FX
X
?????y f
?????y
FX
f−−−−−! X
FX
Fa−−−−−! FY
f
?????y g
?????y
X
a−−−−−! Y:
Then DF() is abelian and there are adjoint pairs of functors (T;U), (C;Z):
T :D!DF(); U :DF()!D; C :DF()!D; Z :D!DF()
dened as follows. If a :X !Y is a morphism in D, and  : (X; f)! (Y; g) is a mor-
phism in DF(), then:
U(X; f) = X; U() =  and Z(X ) = (X; 0); Z(a) = a;
T(X ) = (X  FX; tX ), where
tX =

0 1FX
0 X

; and T(a) =

a 0
0 Fa

;
C(X; f)=Coker(f); C()= the unique morphism : C(X; f)!C(Y; g) in D, such that
  coker(g) = coker(f)  C().
Obviously, U is faithful exact, Z is fully faithful exact, the following relations hold:
CZ= IdD, CT= IdD; UZ= IdD and DF() is a cleft extension of D. We denote by
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 : TU! IdDF () the counit and by  : IdD!UT=IdDF the unit of the adjoint pair
(T;U):  is dened by (X;f) = t(1X ; f), and = (1IdD ; 0). The unit  : IdDF ()!ZC of
the adjoint pair (C;Z) is dened by (X;f)=coker(f) and the counit is the identication
CZ= IdD. By [6] we have the following classication:
Theorem 2.4. For an abelian category C; the following are equivalent:
(i) C is a cleft extension of D.
(ii) There exists an equivalence C !DF(); where  :F2!F is an associative
natural morphism and F :D!D is a right exact functor.
In this case the functor Z has a left adjoint C :C!D and the following relations
hold: CZ= IdD; CT= IdD; UZ= IdD.
Remark 2.5. (1) -extensions are the analogues of #-extensions in the class of cleft
extensions. One can dene the category of cleft extensions of D and the category of
-extensions of D and prove a version of Proposition 2.1.
(2) By Theorem 2.4, the study of cleft extensions is equivalent to the study of
-extensions. Although one can describe the homological properties of a cleft extension
intrinsically, we prefer to work with -extensions for the following reasons. First the
dening data of an -extension depends only on information directly available from D,
so our aim to reduce the study of DF() to the study of the triad fD; F; g, is more
reasonable: we think of F as an \insertion of arrows" in D and  as \relations".
Our spirit is close to the spirit of Gabriel [15] who rst described nite-dimensional
algebras by quivers and relations. Second working with general cleft extensions is rather
impractical for our purposes and oers no real advantages; for example the notation
becomes more complicated. Finally, most familiar cleft extensions of D are constructed
using specic F :D!D and  :F2!F .
2.3. The module-theoretic intrepretation
The link between cleft extensions of abelian categories and cleft extensions of rings
(equivalently #-extensions of rings), is as nice as possible [6]: DF()  Mod() i
D  Mod( ) and U (equivalently F), preserves coproducts. In this case by Watt’s
Theorem, F = − ⊗  M for a  { -bimodule  M  and by Theorem 2.4, there exists
an associative natural morphism  : − ⊗ M ⊗  M! − ⊗ M . Setting # :=  , we
obtain an associative  { -bimodule morphism # :M ⊗  M!M and an isomorphism
of rings  =  n# M . Conversely if  =  n# M is a cleft extension of  , then
Mod()=Mod( )F(). Here F=−⊗ M and X =1X ⊗#, where # :M ⊗ M!M is
dened by #(m1⊗m2)=(0; m1)(0; m2). The above identication sends a right -module
X to the object (X ; f)2Mod( )F(), where f :X ⊗  M!X  is dened as follows:
f(x⊗m)= x  (0; m). Conversely we identify the object (X; f) of Mod( )F() with the
-module X , with right -action: x  (; m)=x +f(x⊗m); e.g. the ideal M =(M;#)
as an object of Mod( )F().
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2.4. Cleft coextensions
All the above denitions and constructions can be dualized in the following way.
A cleft coextension of D is an abelian category C together with additive functors
U :C!D and Z :D!C, such that U is faithful exact and admits a right adjoint H
and UZ=IdD. The primal examples of cleft coextensions of the abelian category D are
the -coextensions DG() of D by a left exact endofunctor G :D!D. Here  :G!G2
is a coassociative natural morphism, i.e. G=G, and DG() has as objects pairs
(X; f) where f :X !GX is a morphism of D such that f Gf=f  X . A morphism
a : (X; f)! (Y; g) in DG() is a morphism a :X !Y in D, such that a  g = f  Ga.
The category DG() is abelian and there are adjoint pairs of functors (U;H); (Z;K):
H :D!DG(); U :DG()!D; K :DG()!D; Z :D!DG()
dened as follows. If a :X !Y is a morphism in D and  : (X; f)! (Y; g) is a mor-
phism in DG(), then H(X ) = (GX  X; hX ), where
hX =

X 1GX
0 0

and H(a) =

Ga 0
0 a

:
K(X; f)=Ker(f), and K()= the unique morphism : K(X; f)!K(Y; g) in D such that
K()ker(g)=ker(f). The functors U;Z are dened as in the case of cleft extensions.
Trivially U is faithful exact, Z is fully faithful exact and the following relations hold:
KZ = IdD; KH = IdD; UZ = IdD. In particular DG() is a cleft coextension of D.
The dual of Theorem 2.4 is also true: the category C is a cleft coextension of D i
C  DG() for a coassociative natural morphism  :G!G2, where G :D!D is a
left exact functor. In this case Z has a right adjoint K and the following are true:
KZ= IdD, KH= IdD; UZ= IdD.
Since the concepts of cleft extension and cleft coextension are dual, we shall study
only cleft extensions, noting that when it is necessary we shall state and use the dual
results concerning cleft coextensions, leaving their proofs to the reader. We will see
that the cleft extensions are suitable for the study of projective dimension, and the cleft
coextensions are suitable for the study of injective dimension.
A nice situation occurs when a cleft extension DF() of D is also a cleft coextension.
This happens if (and only if) the functor F has a right adjoint G. In this case xing
counit  :FG! IdD and unit  : IdD!GF of the adjoint pair (F;G), and dening
 := GGFGG2GG2, we obtain a coassociative natural morphism  :G!G2 and
an isomorphism of categories D :DF()
=!DG(), dened by D(X; f) = (X; X Gf),
and D(a) = a. By the above remarks and Watt’s Theorem, a cleft extension of a
module or Grothendieck category by a colimit preserving endofunctor F , is also a
cleft coextension. Note that cleft coextensions can be used to study cleft extensions of
coalgebras, using the cotensor product functor. Finally, observe that if  = 0 ( = 0)
then DF(0) (DG(0)) is the trivial extension (coextension) Dn F (G n D) of D
studied in detail in [13].
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If the cleft extension DF() of D is induced by a cleft extension of rings = n#M ,
then by [6] the morphism # is right, resp. left, T-nilpotent i C(X; f) = 0 implies that
(X; f)=0, resp. K(X; f)=0 implies that (X; f)=0. The functors F;G;T;U;C;Z;H;K
introduced above, can be realized as follows: F =−⊗  M ; G=Hom [ M ;−]; T=
− ⊗  ; U = Hom[ ;−] = − ⊗  ; C = − ⊗   ; Z = Hom [  ;−] =
−⊗   ; H=Hom [ ;−]; K=Hom[  ;−].
2.5. Constructions and examples of cleft extensions
In this subsection we present some constructions of cleft extensions and we indicate
how familiar categories can be viewed as cleft -extensions. The description of the
functors F;T;U;Z;C and of the morphism  :F2!F , will be clear from the context.
2.5.1. Free categories
The free category DhFi; i2 Ii over D with respect to a family fFigi2I of right exact
endofunctors of D has as objects, pairs (X; fi)i2I where fi :FiX !X are morphisms in
D indexed by I . A morphism  : (X; fi)i2I! (Y; gi)i2I in DhFi; i 2 Ii, is a morphism
 :X !Y in D, such that fi   = F  gi, 8i 2 I . If J = max(@0; jI j), and if D has
coproducts indexed by J which are preserved by all the functors Fi, we get from [6] that
DhFi; i2 Ii=D(F) is a cleft extension of D, where F=
L
i2I Fi. The denition of the
functors U;Z is the obvious one and T(X )=(
L
i2N F
iX; tX ), where tX has components
tXi; j=0; 8j 6= i+1 and tXi; i+1=1Fi(X ); for  :X !Y a morphism in D; T()=
L
i2N F
i().
If Fi = IdD; 8i 2 I , then DhFi; i 2 Ii :=DhIi is the free category over D in jI j
noncommuting variables [28]. In case D  Mod( ), we have that DhFi; i 2 Ii 
Mod(T (M)), where T (M) is the tensor ring over   of the unique  { -bimodule
M , with F = − ⊗  M , where F =
L
i2I Fi. In particular if Fi = IdD; 8i 2 I , then
DhIi  Mod( hIi) is the module category of the free  -ring in jI j noncommuting
variables. Note that categories of representations of quivers [15,3], and more generally
categories of diagrams, are free cleft extensions. In general, any cleft extension of D
can be realized as a full exact reective subcategory of a free cleft extension D(F),
which is a model of the module category of a tensor ring. The morphisms f :FX !X
can be considered as generators, and the relations are of the form X f− Ff f. In
the case of a cleft extension  of a ring  , it is very useful to view the -modules
as  -morphisms, satisfying relations given by the multiplication.
2.5.2. Polynomial and symmetric categories
If fFigni=1 is a set of commuting right exact endofunctors of D: FiFj = FjFi; 8i; j,
then the symmetric category D[F1; F2; : : : ; Fn] of D with respect to the set fFigni=1,
is dened inductively as follows: D[F1; F2] =D(F1)(F2 ), where F

2 :D(F1)!D(F1)
is dened by F2 (X; f) = (F2X; F2f); F

2 (a) = F2a, and so on. If D has countable
coproducts and each Fi preserves them, then each D[F1; F2; : : : ; Fi] is a cleft extension
of D and of D[F1; F2; : : : ; Fi−1]. If Fi = IdD;8i, then D[F1; F2; : : : ; Fn] :=D[n] is the
polynomial category of D in n-variables [28], and a typical object of D[n] consists of
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n-endomorphisms fi :X !X; X 2 D, with fi fj=fj fi. Of course if D=Mod( ),
then D[n] = Mod( [x1; x2; : : : ; xn]).
2.5.3. Exterior categories
Let fFigni=1 be a set of commuting right exact endofunctors of D:FiFj =FjFi; 8i; j.
The exterior category
V
(D)(F1; F2; : : : ; Fn) of D with respect to the set fFigni=1 is con-
structed inductively as follows. First, we set
V
(D)(F1)=DF1 (0). Then
V
(D)(F1; F2)=
[
V
(D)(F1)]F !2 (0), where F
!
2 :
V
(D)(F1)!
V
(D)(F1) is dened by F !2(X; f) =
(F2X;−F2f); F !2(a) = F2a, and so on. Each category
V
(D)(F1; F2; : : : ; Fi) is a cleft
(trivial) extension of D and of
V
(D)(F1; F2; : : : ; Fi−1). If Fi = IdD; 8i, then
V
(D)
(F1; F2; : : : ; Fn) :=
Vn(D) is the exterior category of D in n-variables [29], and a typi-
cal object of
Vn(D) consists of n-endomorphisms fi :X !X; X 2 D, with f2i =0; fi
fj + fj  fi = 0. If D  Mod( ), then
Vn(D)  Mod(Vn ( )), where Vn ( ) is the
exterior ring of  .
2.5.4. Trivial and truncated extensions
Let F :D!D be a right exact endofunctor. We view the trivial extension DF(0) of
D as the full subcategory of the free category D(F) consisting of objects f :FX !X
such that Ff  f = 0. Special cases of the trivial extension construction are the
comma-categories, the category of composable morphisms of any nite length and
categories of complexes.
Let G :D!E be a right exact functor between abelian categories, and let C =
(D; G;E) be the induced comma-category. Recall that an object of C is a triple
(A; f; B) where f :GA!B is a morphism in E. A morphism  : (A; f; B)! (A0; f0; B0)
in C consists of two morphisms  :A!A0 in D and  :B!B0 in E such that f  =
Gf0. The category C can be considered as a trivial extension of DE by the right
exact functor F :D  E!D  E given by F(A; B) = (0; GA). This construction gives
a nice description of the module category of a triangular matrix ring
R RMS
0 S

:
Here D=Mod(R); E=Mod(S) and G =−⊗R MS .
Let Dn be the category of composable morphisms of length n − 1, over D, in
particular D2 is the category of morphisms of D. Obviously D2 is a trivial extension
of D  D since it is the comma-category (D; IdD;D). Inductively Dn+1 is a trivial
extension of Dn  D. Similarly, the category of (bounded, bounded above or below,
unbounded or of any given nite length) complexes over D is a trivial extension of
the underlying graded category by the shift functor.
A natural generalization of the trivial extension is the t-truncated extension Dnt F
of D by the right exact endofunctor F :D!D; t  0. We recall from [27] that
Dnt F is the full subcategory of the free cleft extension D(F) with objects (X; f)
where Ft+1f Ftf     F2f Ff f=0. There are adjoint pairs (T;U) :D!Dnt
F; (C;Z) :D nt F!D, such that U is faithful exact, and UZ = IdD, [27]; hence
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Dnt F is a cleft extension of D. We need only the description of T from [27]. If
X 2 D, then T(X )=(Lt+1i=0 FiX; X ), where X : Lt+2i=1 FiX !Lt+1i=0 FiX is represented
by a (t+1) (t+1) matrix, with all its entries zero, except the entries above the main
diagonal, which are the identities 1FiX ; i = 1; : : : ; t + 1. If a :X !Y is a morphism in
D, then T(a) =
Lt+1
i=0 F
ia. Setting ~F :=
Lt+1
i=1 F
i, it is easy to see that there exists an
associative natural morphism ~ : ~F
2! ~F , and an isomorphism of categories A :Dnt
F
=!D ~F( ~), dened by A(X; f)=(X; t(f0; f1; : : : ; ft−1; ft)), where fi :=FifFi−1f
   F2f Ff f :Fi+1X !X , and A(a)=a. If ( ~T; ~U); ( ~C; ~Z) are the standard adjoint
pairs dened on D ~F( ~), then ~UA=U; AZ= ~Z, and moreover AT= ~T; ~CA=C; so
A is an isomorphism over D. Note that Dnt IdD is the category of (t + 1)-nilpotent
endomorphisms of D, with objects D-morphisms f :X !X such that ft+1 = 0. The
dual notion of an s-truncated coextension Gns D of D by a left exact functor G is
dened dually. If D=Mod( ) and F =−⊗  M , then Dnt F =Mod( nt M), where
 nt M is the t-truncated extension of   by M , i.e. the factor ring T (M)=h⊗t+2  M i,
where h⊗t+2  M i is the ideal of the tensor ring T (M) generated by ⊗t+2  M .
Example 2.6. Consider the quiver Q :  1
1
 2
2
     m
m
, with relations
Rt; s = f11; k+1k+2    k+t+1; ll−1    l−s; ii − i+1i+1g;
where 0  k  m− t − 1; s+ 1  l  m; i = 1; 2; : : : ; m− 1; 0  t; s  m− 1.
Let k be a eld and consider the family of algebras mt;s = kQ=hRt; si. Set D =
Mod(k) and let D(m+1) be the product category of m + 1 copies of D. Dene a
functor F :D(m+1)!D(m+1) as follows: F(X1; X2; : : : ; Xm+1) = (0; X1; X2; : : : ; Xm). Let
C = D(m+1) nt F be the t-truncated extension of D(m+1) by F . A typical object
of C consists of k-linear maps fi :Xi!Xi+1; 1  i  m; Xi 2 Mod(k), such that
fk+1      fk+t+1 = 0; 0  k  m − t − 1. Dene a functor G :C!C as follows:
F(X1
f1!X2!    !Xm fm!Xm+1)=(0!X1 f1!X2 f2!X !    !Xm−1 fm−1! Xm). Let E=
Gns C be the s-truncated coextension of C by G. It is easy to see that E is isomor-
phic to the module category Mod(mt;s). Note that if char(k)=p> 0, then the algebras
m0;0 obtained above for various m, are exactly the nonsimple components of the basic
algebra of the Schur algebra Sk(p;p) [39].
A host of (rather complicated) examples is obtained, by combining the free, sym-
metric, polynomial, exterior, truncated constructions and their duals.
2.6. Other examples from ring theory
The previous examples of cleft extensions are of constructive nature. In ring theory
there are also examples for structural reasons. The main source of such examples
comes from the Hochschild version and its generalizations, of the classical theorem of
Wedderburn: let R be a commutative ring, let  be an R-algebra and let Jac() be the
Jacobson radical of . Then  is a cleft extension of =Jac() in the following cases:
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(i)  is a basic semiperfect ring or =Jac() is R-projective, Jac() is nilpotent
and the Hochschild dimension Dim(=Jac())  1, see [35,32]. (ii) R is a eld,
dimR <1 and either R is a perfect eld or gl:dim<1 [11,24]. (iii) R is a von
Neumann regular or Henselian ring, R is f. g. and =Jac() is separable [37,4].
In particular if Q is a nite quiver, k is a eld and I is an admissible ideal of the
path-algebra kQ, then the quotient algebra kQ=I is a cleft extension of the semisimple
subalgebra k jQ0j, where Q0 is the set of vertices of Q. Also the repetitive algebra of an
algebra [17] is a (trivial) cleft extension. If U (L) is the universal enveloping algebra
of a nite-dimensional Lie algebra L over a eld k, then by the Levi-Malcev Theorem
[1], U (L) is a cleft extension of U (L=J ) where J is the radical of L. Note that the
class of cleft extensions of a ring   is closed under free products. For more examples
see [6,16,21{23,26,37,40].
The above plethora of constructions and examples of cleft extensions indicates also
the diculty of their study. The main diculty is of course the complexity of the
multiplication  :F2!F in DF(), or the multiplication # :M ⊗ M!M in = n#
M . In case  or # has a simple form, for example in the case of free, symmetric,
exterior, trivial or truncated extensions, we obtain satisfactory results.
The notion of a cleft extension of rings is quite classical. Perhaps its rst appearence
is in the construction of a unital ring  from a ring   without unit. Here  is just
the cleft #-extension Z n#   of Z, where # :  ⊗Z  !  is the multiplication. To
the author’s best knowledge the concept goes back at least to Wedderburn and his
celebrated Principal Theorem (stating that any nite-dimensional algebra over a eld
of characteristic zero is cleft). The terminology \cleft" it seems to be due to Vinograde
[36] (in 1944). In the literature cleft extensions are also known as Everett extensions.
Hochschild in his seminal paper [19] relates cleft extensions of algebras with their co-
homology and he uses the term segregated extension. Cartan{Eilenberg in their book [8]
use the term inessential extension. In Mac Lane’s book [24] the term cleft is used and
Pierce in his book [32] uses the term split extension. Recently, Cuntz and Quillen [10]
studied C-algebras   such that any nilpotent extension of   is cleft, under the name
of quasi-free algebras [38]. They show that quasi-free algebras are the noncommutative
analogues of smooth algebras and they provide a natural setting for noncommutative
versions of certain aspects of manifolds, in connection with cyclic homology.
3. Proper classes, resolutions and primitive objects
3.1. Proper classes
In this subsection we recall some denitions and concepts from relative homology.
The setting in which we study the homological structure of DF() is that of proper
exact sequences as presented in Mac Lane’s book [24], to which we refer for details. In
this subsection D can be an arbitrary abelian category. Let R be a class of short exact
sequences in D. The corresponding class of monics, resp. epics, is denoted by Rm,
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resp. Re. A morphism in Rm, resp. Re is called an R -proper monic, resp. R -proper
epic. We denote by R0 the class of split short exact sequences. We recall from [24]
that R is called a proper class if () R is closed under isomorphisms and R0R .
() The classes Re and Rm are closed under composition. () If f; g are monics and
f  g 2 Rm, then f 2 Rm; if f; g are epics and f  g 2 Re, then g 2 Re. We recall
that an object P 2 D is called R -projective if 0!D(P; X )!D(P; Y )!D(P;W )! 0
is exact for any 0!X !Y !W ! 0 in R . The full subcategory of R -projectives
is denoted by P(R ). The full subcategory I(R ) of R -injective objects is dened
dually. We say that D has enough R -projectives if any object X 2 D is included
in a sequence 0!K!P!X ! 0 in R with P 2 P(R ); such a sequence is called
an R -projective presentation of X . If D has enough R -projectives, then the class of
epics Re is a projective class in D in the sense of [12], see also [28,18]. Obviously D
has enough R0-projectives for the proper class R0 and P(R0) =D. The class R1 of
all short exact sequences is always proper and D has enough R1-projectives i D has
enough projectives in the usual sense. For any proper class R we have the relations:
R0R R1 and P(R1)P(R )P(R0) =D.
A morphism  :X !Y is called R -proper if coker() :Y !Coker() is in Re
and ker() :Ker()!X is in Rm, or equivalently if im() : Im()!Y is in Rm and
coim() :X ! Im() is in Re. A complex in D is called R -proper if each of its dif-
ferentials is an R -proper morphism. An R -proper exact sequence is called R -exact.
Clearly, any R -exact sequence is a Yoneda composition of members of R . An ad-
ditive functor K :D!A with abelian range, is called R -exact if K sends R -exact
sequences to exact sequences in A. An R -projective resolution of the object X 2 D
is an R -exact sequence    !P1!P0!X ! 0 such that Pi 2 P(R ); 8i  0. Such
a resolution with X deleted, is called a deleted R -projective resolution of X . If D
has enough R -projectives and if K :D!A; L :Dop!A are additive functors to an
abelian category A, then we denote by LR K the left R -derived functors of K and
by RR L the right R -derived functors of L. In particular we denote by ExtR [−;−]
the R -proper extension functors. These derived functors are computed in the usual
way, by means of R -projective resolutions. We denote by R -p:dX the R -projective
dimension of X 2 D and by R -gl:dimD the R -global dimension of D.
Finally we recall that a resolvent pair for R in D is a pair (R; ), where R :D!D
is an additive functor and  :R! IdD is a natural epimorphism such that 8X 2 D:
R(X ) 2 P(R ) and 0!K(X ) X!R(X ) X!X ! 0 is in R , where  :K!R is the
kernel of . The endofunctor K is called the rst R -syzygy functor of D with respect
to (R; ). Clearly if a proper class admits a resolvent pair, then D admits functorial
R -projective resolutions.
3.2. Proper resolutions in DF()
We x throughout the paper a cleft -extension DF() of the abelian category D by
the right exact functor F :D!D, where  :F2!F is an associative natural morphism.
We follow always the notation introduced in the previous section.
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Fix a proper class R of short exact sequences in D and assume throughout that D
has enough R -projectives. We dene a class of sequences F in DF() as follows:
F :=U−1(R ) = f(E) : 0! (X; f) ! (Y; g) ! (W; h)! 0 is a sequence
in DF() such that U(E) : 0!X !Y !W ! 0 2 R g:
Using the adjoint pair (T;U), the Adjoint Theorem [12,28], and the fact that U is
faithful we have that F is a proper class of short exact sequences in DF(). Moreover
DF() has enough F -projectives and an object (X; f)2P(F ) i (X; f) is a direct
summand of T(P) for an object P 2 P(R ).
Choosing R =R0 to be the proper class of split short exact sequences in D we obtain
the proper class  = U−1(R0) in DF(). If R1 is the proper class of all short exact
sequences in D then F1 =U−1(R1) is the proper class of all short exact sequences in
DF(). Obviously, we have the relations: R0R R1, and F0F F1, where
F0 is the proper class of all split short exact sequences in DF(). Then from the
above inclusions we have P(R1)P(R )P(R0)=D and P(F1)P(F )P()
P(F0)=DF(). Denoting as usual by  :TU! IdD the counit of (T;U), it is easy to see
[6] that (TU; ) is a resolvent pair for the proper class  in DF() with corresponding
-syzygy functor  = ker() :DF()!DF() given by (X; f) = (FX; X − Ff) and
(a)=Fa. In particular, DF() has enough -projectives and an object (X; f)2P()
i the epic (X;f) :T(X )! (X; f) splits. Fixing the above notation we’ll construct F -,
-projective resolutions of objects of DF().
Let (X; f) 2 DF() and choose an R -proper epic a0 :P0!X with P0 2 P(R ), in
such a way that if X 2 P(R ) then P0=X and a0=1X . We form the pull-back diagram
(0) below, and we consider the morphism F0  P0 − F0 :FQ0!FP0.
Q0
0−−−−−! FP0
0
?????y Fa0f
?????y
P0
a0−−−−−! X
(0)
Then (F0  P0 − F0)  Fa0 f= F0  F2a0  X f− F0  F2a0  Ff f= 0, thus
since (0) is a pullback diagram, there exists a unique morphism g0 :FQ0!Q0 with
g0  0 = 0 and g0  0 = F0  P0 − F0.
Now we proceed by induction on the following data:
(i) 8i  0; ai :Pi!Qi−1 is an R -proper epic with Pi 2 P(R ), such that if Qi−1 2
P(R ) then Pi = Qi−1 and ai = 1Qi−1 .
(ii) Every square (i) below is a pullback diagram in D.
Qi
i−−−−−! FPi
i
?????y
?????yFaigi−1
Pi
ai−−−−−! Qi−1:
(i)
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(iii) 8i  0; gi :FQi!Qi is the unique morphism in D such that
() gi  i = 0; gi  i = Fi  Pi − Fi:
By the rst step of the above construction it follows that the following sequence in
DF() is in F , where 0 := t(a0; Fa0  f), and 0 := (−0; 0):
0! (Q0; g0) 0!T(P0) 0! (X; f)! 0:
Since by construction T(P0) 2 P(F ), the above exact sequence is an F -projective
presentation of (X; f). Similarly setting i := t(ai; Fai  gi−1) and i := (−i; i) we
obtain short exact sequences in F :
0! (Qi; gi) i!T(Pi) i! (Qi−1; gi−1)! 0
which are F -projective presentations of the objects (Qi; gi); 8i  0, where (Q−1; g−1)=
(X; f). Hence the Yoneda composition of the above short exact sequences is an
F -projective resolution of (X; f), which we denote by P(X;f)F :
   !T(Pi)
(X; f)i! T(Pi−1)!    !T(P1)
(X; f)1! T(P0) 0! (X; f)! 0:
Usually, we denote by 
iF (X; f) the F -syzygy object (Qi−1; gi−1) of (X; f). Also
denoting by !(X;f)i =−ai+1  i :Pi+1!Pi, we compute easily that
(X;f)i =
 
!(X;f)i−1 ai  i−1
0 F!(X;f)i−1 + F(ai  i−1)  Pi−1
!
; i  1:
Applying the functor C to the resolution P(X;f)F , we obtain the following complex of
R -projective objects in D, which we denote by F (X;f):
   !Pi+1
!(X; f)i! Pi
!(X; f)i−1! Pi−1!    !P2
!(X; f)1! P1
!(X; f)0! P0! 0:
We call F (X;f) the F -associated complex of (X; f) with respect to the proper class F .
The above construction applied to the proper class , gives the following -projective
resolution of (X; f), which we denote by P(X;f) :
   !T(FiX ) 
(X; f)
i! T(Fi−1X )!    !T(X ) (X; f)! (X; f)! 0:
Then
(X;f)i =
 
−f(X;f)i−1 1FiX
0 f(X;f)i
!
;
f(X;f)i :F
i+1X !FiX and the morphism f(X;f)i is dened by the formula
f(X;f)i =
i−1X
k=0
(−1)kFkFi−k−1X + (−1)iFif; 8i  1:
The -associated complex (X;f) of (X; f) is of the form
   !Fi+1X −f
(X; f)
i! FiX !    !F2X −f
(X; f)
1! FX −f! X ! 0:
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In case =0; (X;f) is the complex constructed in an ad hoc manner in [13]. Observe
that the resolution P(X;f) is the functorial normalized bar resolution [24], induced by
the resolvent pair (TU; ) in DF(). The corresponding -syzygy functors are given by
i(X; f) = (FiX; f(X;f)i ); 
i(a) = Fia, and the morphisms f(X;f)i satisfy the recursive
relation: f(X;f)i = Fi−1X − Ff(X;f)i−1 ; i  1; f0 = f:
If (Y; g) 2 DF(), then dene two complexes F (X;f);(Y; g) and 

(X;f);(Y; g) in Ab, as
follows:
F

(X;f);(Y; g) =DF()[P
(X;f)
F ; (Y; g)]; 

(X;f);(Y; g) =DF()[P
(X;f)
 ; (Y; g)]:
Using the adjoint pair (T;U), a direct calculation shows that: F
i
(X;f);(Y; g)=D(Pi; Y ) and
the dierential is given by D(Pi−1; Y )!D(Pi; Y ); m 7! !i−1m+aii−1Fmg. Sim-
ilarly 
i
(X;f);(Y; g)=D(F
iX; Y ) with dierential given by D(Fi−1X; Y )!D(FiX; Y ); m 7!
−f(X;f)i−1  m+ Fm  g. Observe that if g = 0, i.e. if (Y; g) = Z(Y ), then: F

(X;f);z(Y ) =
D(F (X;f); Y ) and 

(X;f);z(Y ) = D(

(X;f); Y ): Using the above resolutions and the for-
mulas for F

(X;f);(Y; g) and 

(X;f);(Y; g), one can compute and compare F -, and -relative
derived functors in the standard way.
Convention 3.1. From now on we assume that F(Re)Re, i.e. the functor F preserves
R -proper epics. Also we assume that for any object (X; f) 2 DF(), the morphism
f :FX !X is R -proper. These assumptions are made in order to simplify the exposi-
tion and they are not essential for all parts of the paper. Also if there is no confusion
we write i = 
(X;f)
i and !i = !
(X;f)
i .
Remark 3.2. (1) Consider the unit  : IdDF ()!ZC of the adjoint pair (C;Z). Since
(X;f) = coker(f), it follows that  is an R -proper epic, i.e. (X;f) is an R -proper
epic, 8(X; f) 2 DF(). The morphism  is always F -proper if F =F1 and  is always
-proper if D is semisimple.
(2) The functor T sends R -proper epics to F -proper epics, i.e. T(Re)Fe. The
functor C sends F -proper epics to R -proper epics, i.e. C(Fe)Re.
(3) The F -associated complex F (X;f) of (X; f) is an R -proper complex. This fol-
lows without diculty from the construction of F (X;f) and our conventions. Observe
that from the pull-back diagram (i) above, we have Coker(!i) = Coker(ai+1  i) =
Coker(i) = Coker(Fai  gi−1) = Coker(gi−1) which by denition of the functor C is
isomorphic to C(Qi−1; gi−1).
The next proposition is a kind of Universal Coecient Theorem for DF().
Proposition 3.3. If R -gl:dimD  1; then 8(X; f) 2 DF(); 8Y 2 D:
(i) ExtnF [(X; f);Z(Y )] = Ext1R [LFn−1C(X; f); Y ]D(LFn C(X; f); Y ); 8n  1.
(ii) If  : D!C is an additive functor to an abelian category C; then
LFn C(X; f) =LR0 (LFn C(X; f))LR1 (LFn−1C(X; f)); 8n  1:
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Proof. By Remark 3.2, the F -associated complex F (X;f) of (X; f) is an R -proper
complex consisting of R -projective objects. It is easy to see that the Universal Coef-
cient Theorems for homology and cohomology of complexes [35] are applied in our
situation. Using these tools the proof is left to the reader.
3.3. Resolutions of primitive objects
We close this section studying the F -associated complex of an important class of
objects of DF(). We call an object (X; f) 2 DF() primitive if (X; f) is a -proper
extension of a nonzero object of the form Z(Y ), i.e. there exists a -proper exact
sequence 0! (W; h)! (X; f)!Z(Y )! 0. If (X; f) is an object of DF() of the form
(X; f) =

Y W;

0 g
0 h

;
where Y 6= 0, then it is easy to see that we have C(X; f) = Y  Coker( t(g; h)); g :
Z(Y )! (W; h) is a morphism in DF(), and there is a push-out diagram:
0 −−−−−! Z(Y ) (0;1FY )−−−−−! T(Y )
t(1Y ;0)−−−−−! Z(Y ) −−−−−! 0
g
?????y g!
?????y


0 −−−−−! (W; h) (0;1W )−−−−−! (X; f)
t(1Y ;0)−−−−−! Z(Y ) −−−−−! 0
where
g! =

1Y 0
0 g

:
Hence any object of the above form is primitive and conversely it is easy to see that
any primitive object is of this form. Observe that if D is semisimple, then any object
of DF() is primitive, as follows from the short exact sequence 0!Ker((X;f))!
(X; f)
(X; f)−!ZC(X; f)! 0.
Any primitive object (X; f) as above, denes two new objects (X; f) and (X ; f)
by the following exact sequence in DF():
0! (X; f) kg!Z(Y ) g! (W; h) g! (X ; f)! 0:
The most important primitive objects of DF(), are of course the objects of the form
Z(X );T(X ). For (X; f) = Z(X ), we have (X; f) = Z(X ); (X ; f) = 0, and for
(X; f) = T(X ), we have (X; f) = (X ; f) = 0.
Theorem 3.4. Let
(X; f) =

Y W;

0 g
0 h

be a primitive object in DF().
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(i) The F -associated complex of (X; f); is isomorphic to the direct sum of a
deleted R -projective resolution of Y and of a complex
P(X;f) :    !Pt!Pt−1!    !P2!P1!P0! 0
consisting of R -projective objects. Further R -p:dY  F -p:d(X; f).
(ii) If g is monic and LRi F(Y ) = 0; 1  i  t; then the F -associated complex of
the object (X ; f) is of the form
   !P0t+2!Pt+1!Pt!    !P2!P1!P0! 0:
(iii) If g is epic and LRi F(Y )=0; 1  i  t; then the F -associated complex of the
object (X; f) is homotopy equivalent to a complex of the form
   !P0t+2!Pt+1!Pt!    !P2!P1! 0:
(iv) If g is monic and LRi F(Y )=0; 8i  1; then P(X;f) is the F -associated complex
of the object (X ; f).
(v) If g is epic and LRi F(Y ) = 0; 8i  1; then the complex
P(X;f)[1] :    !Pt!Pt−1!    !P2!P1! 0
is homotopy equivalent to the F -associated complex of the object (X; f).
Proof. (i) We will analyse the F -projective resolution P(X;f)F of (X; f) constructed
before. We begin by considering an R -projective resolution PR (Y ) of Y :
   !Rn+1 an+1! Rn!    !R1 a1!R0 a0!Y ! 0:
Let an+1=ln+1kn be the canonical factorization of an+1, and set Kn=Im(an+1), 8n  0.
Let b0 :P0!W be an R -proper epic with P0 2 P(R ). By the construction of P(X;f)F ,
we have the following F -projective presentation of (X; f) : 0! (Q0; g0) 0!T(R0) 
T(P0)
0!(X; f)! 0, where Q0 = K0  L0,
g0 =

0 x0
0 y0

; 0 =

k0 0
0 s0

; 0 =

a0 0
0 p0

;
and the object L0 is dened by the short exact sequence in DF(); (1) : 0!
(L0; y0)
s0!Z(R0)  T(P0) p0! (W; h)! 0, where s0 = (c0; d0; e0), and p0 = t(Fa0 
g; b0; Fb0  h). From the above construction it follows that the rst F -syzygy (Q0; g0)
of (X; f) is a primitive object. Since F -syzygies of primitive objects are primitive,
we can proceed inductively. In the ith-step of this construction we have the fol-
lowing F -projective presentation of (X; f) : 0! (Qi−1; gi−1) i−1! T(Ri−1) T(Pi−1) i−1!
(Qi−2; gi−2)! 0, where
Qi−1 = Ki−1  Li−1; gi−1 =

0 xi−1
0 yi−1

; i−1 =

ki−1 0
0 si−1

;
i−1 =

li−1 0
0 pi−1

;
and the object Li−1 is dened by the short exact sequence in F : 0!
(Li−1; yi−1)
si−1! Z(Ri−1)T(Pi−1) pi−1! (Li−2; yi−2)! 0, where si−1 = (ci−1; di−1; ei−1),
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and pi−1 = t(Fli−1  xi−2; bi−1; Fbi−1  yi−2), and bi−1 : Pi−1!Li−2 is an R -proper
epic with Pi−1 2 P(R ). Composing the above F -projective presentations we get an
F -projective resolution P(X;f)F of (X; f):
   !T(Ri+1) T(Pi+1) i+1! T(Ri) T(Pi) i!T(Ri−1) T(Pi−1)!   
   !T(R1) T(P1) 1!T(R0) T(P0) 0!(X; f)! 0:
We see easily that
C(i) :=!i =

ai 0
0 bi  di−1

: Ri  Pi!Ri−1  Pi−1:
Hence the F -associated complex F (X;f) of (X; f) is the following:
   !Ri  Pi !i!Ri−1  Pi−1!    !R2  P2 !2!R1  P1 !1!R0  P0! 0:
Thus F (X;f) is the direct sum of the complex P

R (Y ) :    !Rn
an!Rn−1!    !
R1
a1!R0! 0, and of the complex P(X;f) :    !Pi+1 i+1! Pi!    !P1 1!P0! 0, where
i = bi  di−1; 8i  1. Observe that PR (Y ) is a deleted R -projective resolution of
Y and P(X;f) is a complex of R -projective objects. The above proof also shows that
R -p:dY  F -p:d(X; f).
(ii) Suppose that g is monic and (+) :LRi F(Y ) = 0; 1  i  t. Keep the notation
of part (i) and consider the morphism 0 := t(b0  g; Fb0  h  g) : T(P0)! (X ; f)
which is an F -proper epic. Let 0 := ker(0) : (N0; n0)!T(P0) be the kernel of 0 in
DF(); then 0 is of the form (z0; w0), where z0 :N0!P0 and w0 :N0!FP0. Using
condition (+) and the F -exact sequence 0! (N0; n0) 0!T(P0) 0!(X ; f)! 0, we have
the following R -exact commutative diagram, except the lower left square:
0 −−! Z(K0)
Fk0−−! Z(R0)
Fa0−−! Z(Y ) −−! 0
x0
???y t0
???y g
???y
0 −−! (L0; y0)
s0−−! Z(R0) T(P0)
p0−−! (W; h) −−! 0
9!0
???y 0
???y g
???y
0 −−! (N0; n0)
0−−! T(P0)
0−−! (X ; f) −−! 0
where t0 = (1z(R0); 0); 0 =
t(0; 1T(P0)). Since the lower right square of the above
diagram commutes, 9!0 : (L0; y0)! (N0; n0), such that the above diagram is commu-
tative and has F -exact rows and columns, and then 0 = coker(x0). Observe that x0
is monic , LR1 F(Y ) = 0: Now we proceed inductively, noting that this inductive
procedure continues for t  0, as long as the morphisms xi are monics for 0  i 
t − 1 or equivalently LRi F(Y ) = 0; 1  i  t. Then we get for 1  i  t, an
F -exact sequence 0! (Ni; ni) i!T(Pi) i! (Ni−1; ni−1)! 0, where i=(zi; wi)= ker(i),
and there exists a unique morphism i : (Li; yi)! (Ni; ni), such that () : i = coker(xi)
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and i zi=di; i wi=ei. Observing also that there exists an F -epic T(Pt+1)! (Nt; nt),
and forming the Yoneda composition of the above F -exact sequences, we get an
F -projective resolution P(X
 ;f)
F of (X
; f):
   !T(P0t+2)!T(Pt+1)
~t+1! T(Pt)!    !T(P0) 0!(X ; f)! 0:
Using relations (), we compute easily that
~i =

bi  di−1 bi  ei−1
0 Fbi  yi−1  ei−1

; C( ~i) = bi  di−1 :Pi!Pi−1:
Hence the F -associated complex of (X ; f), has the desired form.
(iii) Suppose that g is epic and (+) :LRi F(Y ) = 0; 1  i  t. Then using (+), we
have the following exact commutative diagram:
0 −−−−−! Z(K0)
Fk0−−−−−! Z(R0)
Fa0−−−−−! Z(Y ) −−−−−! 0
x0
?????y t0
?????y g
?????y
0 −−−−−! (L0; y0)
s0−−−−−! Z(R0) T(P0)
p0−−−−−! (W; h) −−−−−! 0
:
From the above diagram, using the snake lemma, we get a short exact sequence:
0! (X; f)! (N0; n0)!T(P0)! 0 in F which of course splits. Using the same ar-
guments as in (ii), we get an F -projective resolution P(N0 ; n0)F of (N0; n0):
   !T(P0t+2)!T(Pt+1)
~t+1! T(Pt)!    !T(P1) 1!(N0; n0)! 0:
Since (N0; n0) = (X; f) T(P0), the above resolution is homotopy equivalent to the
F -projective resolution of (X; f). Hence the F -associated complex of (X; f) is
homotopy equivalent to the complex of the desired form.
Conditions (iv) and (v) are direct consequences of (ii) and (iii).
4. F -derived functors and -derived functors
4.1. Homology of primitive objects
We are interested in the homology of primitive objects of the form T(X );Z(X ).
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that  :D!E;  :Dop!E; are additive functors to an abelian
category E. Then we have the following:
() The following are true 8i  0 :
(i) LRi  is a direct summand of the functors L
F
i (C)Z; L
F
i (C)T.
(ii) RiR  is a direct summand of the functors R
i
F (C)Z; R
i
F (C)T.
() There are natural isomorphisms:
LF1 (C)Z =LR1 LR0 (coker());
R1F (C)Z = R1R  R0R (coker()):
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() There are natural isomorphisms:
LF1 (C)T =LR1 ; R1F (C)T = R1R ;
and exact sequences; 8X 2 D :
LR2 (X )!LF2 (C)(T(X ))!LF0 (C)(LR1 T(X ))! 0;
0!R0F (C)(LR1 T(X ))!R2F (C)(T(X ))!R2R (X ):
() Suppose that LRi F(X ) = 0; 1  i  t: Then 8i 2 N; with 1  i  t + 1:
LFi (C)Z(X ) =LRi (X )LFi−1(C)Z(X );
RiF (C)Z(X ) = RiR (X )Ri−1F (C)Z(X );
LFi (C)T(X ) =LRi (X ); RiF (C)T(X ) = RiR (X ):
() If the functor F is R -exact; there are natural isomorphisms; 8i  1:
LFi (C)Z =LRi LFi−1(C)Z;
RiF (C)Z = RiR  Ri−1F (C)Z;
LFi (C)T =LRi ; RiF (C)T = RiR :
Proof. Since 8X 2 D; Z(X ) and T(X ) are primitive objects we can apply Theorem 3.4.
We consider only the assertions involving the functor  since the other parts are
similar. Now part () follows easily from Theorem 3.4 by standard arguments.
() Using Theorem 3.4 it is not dicult to see that LF1 (C)Z(X ) =LR1 (X )
H1[PZ(X )]. Using the notation of (the proof of) Theorem 3.4, we have P0 = 0,
and H1[PZ(X )] = Coker(1) = Coker(b2  d1) = Coker(d1), since b2 is epic. A sim-
ple calculation shows that Coker(d1) = Coker(X ), via the epimorphism b1  Fa0 
coker(X ) :P1!Coker(X ). This shows that H1[PZ(X )] =LR0 (Coker(X )).
() Let (1) 0!K0 k0!R0 a0!X ! 0 be an R -projective presentation of X in D. Then
we have the F -projective presentation of T(X ) in DF() : 0! (Y; g) 0!T(R0) T(a0)−!
T(X )! 0. The object (Y; g) is primitive of the form
(Y; g) =

K0 W;

0 x
0 y

;
where Fk0 = x   is the canonical factorization of Fk0 and  :W ,! FR0 is the
kernel of Fa0. Then L
F
1 (C)T(X ) = Ker(LF0 (C)(0)). But LF0 (C)(Y; g) =
LR0 (K0);L
F
0 (C)(0) = L
R
0 (k0) and L
F
0 (C)(T(R0))=LR0 (R0). Hence
LF1 (C)T(X ) =LR1 (X ): Now from (1) we have a short exact sequence (2) : 0!
LR1 T(X )
!T(K0) ! (Y; g)! 0. Applying the functor LF0 (C) to (2), we have the
exact sequence
   !LF1 (C)(T(K0))!LF1 (C)(Y; g)!LF0 (C)(LR1 T(X ))
!LF0 (C)(TK0)
LF0 (C)()! LF0 (C)(Y; g))! 0:
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Since LF0 (C)() is (isomorphic to) the identity of L
R
0 (K0);L
F
0 (C)()=0. Now
the result follows from the isomorphisms LF1 (C)(T(K0)) =LR1 (K0) =LR2 (X )
and LF1 (C)(Y; g) =LF2 (C)(T(X )).
(){() If (X; f) = Z(X ), then (X; f) = Z(X ), and if (X; f) = T(X ), then
(X ; f) = 0. Setting (X; f) = Z(X ) and (X; f) = T(X ) in Theorem 3.4, and us-
ing induction we get the result, noting that the case i = 1 is always true by part ()
and the rst two isomorphisms in ().
The next corollary of the previous theorem, contains a lot of information.
Corollary 4.2. (1) The functors ExtiF [Z(−);Z(−)]; ExtiF [T(−);Z(−)] contain as a
direct summand the functor ExtiR [−;−]; 8i  0.
(2) There are natural isomorphisms:
ULRi T =LRi F; 8i  1;
Ext1F [T(−);Z(−)] = Ext1R [−;−];
Ext2F [T(−);Z(−)] = Ext2R [−;−]D[CLR1 T−;−];
Ext1F [Z(−);Z(−)] = Ext1R [−;−]D[Coker(−);−];
LF1 CZ= Coker(); L
F
1 CT= 0; L
F
1 C =L1 C; LF2 CT = CLR1 T:
(3) If LRi F(X ) = 0; 1  i  n; then 8(Y; g) 2 DF():
ExtiF [T(X ); (Y; g)] = ExtiR [X; Y ]; 1  i  n
and for all i 2 N; with 1  i  n+ 1:
LFi CT(X ) = 0; Ext
i
F [Z(X );Z(Y )] = ExtiR [X; Y ] Exti−1F [Z(X );Z(Y )]:
(4) If LRi F(X ) = 0; 8i  1; then
(i) F -p:dT(X ) =R -p:d X and 8(Y; g) 2 DF():
ExtnF [T(X ); (Y; g)] = ExtnR [X; Y ]:
(ii) There are isomorphisms 8i  1:
LFi CT(X ) = 0; Ext
i
F [Z(X );Z(−)] = ExtiR [X;−] Exti−1F [Z(X );Z(−)]:
(5) If the functor F is R -exact; there are natural isomorphisms; 8i  1:
LFi CT= 0; Ext
i
F [T(−);−] = ExtiR [−;U(−)];
ExtiF [Z(−);Z(−)] = ExtiR [−;−] Exti−1F [Z(−);Z(−)]:
Proof. (1) In Theorem 4.1, choose 8Y 2 D: Y = D[−; Y ], and use that YC =
D[−; Y ]C=D[C−; Y ] = DF()[−;Z(Y )].
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(2) For the rst isomorphism, let 0!K k!P a!X ! 0 be an R -projective presen-
tation of X 2 D. Then LR1 F(X )=Ker(Fk); LR1 T(X )=Ker(T(a)), and ULR1 T(X )=
U(Ker(T(a))) = Ker(U(T(a))) = Ker(Fk) = LR1 F(X ). Hence: ULR1 T(X ) =
LR1 F(X ); 8X 2 D. This implies trivially that ULRi T = LRi F; 8i  1: Consider
now the functorial -projective presentation of (X; f) : () 0!(X; f)!T(X )!
(X; f)! 0.
By denition L1 C(X; f) = Ker[C((X; f)!X )]. Applying C to () and using
that LF1 CT = 0, we get L
F
1 C(X; f) = Ker[C((X; f)!X )] =L1 C(X; f), hence
LF1 C =L1 C. The remaining isomorphisms are derived from Theorem 4.1, choosing
8Y 2 D: Y =D[−; Y ] and = IdD.
(3) The last two isomorphisms follow from Theorem 4.1. For the rst, choose an
R -projective resolution    !Pi!Pi−1!    !P0!X ! 0 of X . Then since
LRi F(X )=0; 1  i  n, by the rst isomorphism in (ii) we haveLRi T(X )=0; 1  i 
n, because U is faithful. Hence    !T(Pn+1)!T(Pn)!    !T(P0)!T(X )! 0 is
part of an F -projective resolution of T(X ). Then 8(Y; g) 2 DF(), applying the func-
tor DF()[−; (Y; g)] to the above resolution and using the adjoint pair (T;U), we see
that the resulting complex is of the form 0!D[X; Y ]!D[P0; Y ]!    !D[Pn; Y ]!
D[Pn+1; Y ]!   , and the second isomorphism follows. Parts (4) and (5) are conse-
quences of (3).
From the above corollary it follows that 8X; Y 2 D we have an isomorphism
Ext1F [Z(X );Z(Y )] = Ext1R [X; Y ]  Ext1[Z(X );Z(Y )], since trivially there is an iso-
morphism: Ext1[Z(X );Z(Y )] = D[Coker(X ); Y ]: So it is natural to ask, if the above
formula extends to higher dimensions:
Corollary 4.3. Suppose that LRi F(X ) = 0; 1  i  n − 1; and let X; Y 2 D satisfy
ExtpR [F
qX; Y ] = 0; 8p+ q= n; 0<p<n: Then
ExtiF [Z(X );Z(Y )] = ExtiR [X; Y ] Exti[Z(X );Z(Y )]; 1  i  n:
Proof. Consider the natural -projective presentations:
0!i+1Z(X )!T(FiX )!iZ(X )! 0; 0<i<n:
Then 8Y 2 D, applying to these presentations the functor DF()[−;Z(Y )], the induced
long exact sequences and the hypothesis produce isomorphisms:
Ext1F [
iZ(X );Z(Y )] = Ext1[iZ(X );Z(Y )] = Exti+1 [Z(X );Z(Y )];
Ext1F [
iZ(X );Z(Y )] = ExtiF [Z(X );Z(Y )]; 0<i<n:
The assertion now follows from the third formula of Corollary 4.2(3).
We continue with other consequences of Corollary 4.2.
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Corollary 4.4. If = 0; the following are true for the cleft extension DF(0):
LRi T = ZLRi F; 8i  1;
Ext1F [Z(−);Z(−)] = Ext1R [−;−]D[F−;−];
Ext2F [T(−);Z(−)] = Ext2R [−;−]D[LR1 F−;−];
LF1 CZ = F; LF2 CZ = F2 LR1 F; LF2 CT =LR1 F:
If in addition the functor F is R -exact; then
ExtiF [Z(−);Z(−)] =
iM
t=0
ExttR [F
i−t−;−]; 8i  0:
Proof. Since =0 implies Z=ZF , all assertions are consequences of Corollary 4:2,
except for the formula: LF2 CZ = F2 LR1 F . But LF2 CZ(X ) = LF1 C
FZ(X ) =
L1 C
FZ(X ). The -associated complex of 
FZ(X ) is of the form
   !F2K  F3P z!FK  F2P w!K  FP! 0;
where
z =

0 F2k
0 0

; w =

0 −Fk
0 0

;
and 0!K k!P a!X ! 0 is an R -projective presentation of X . A direct calculation
of the rst homology of this complex shows that LF2 CZ(X ) = L1 C
FZ(X ) =
F2X LR1 F(X ).
Corollary 4.5. (i) R -p:d X  minfF -p:dZ(X );F -p:dT(X )g.
(ii) R -gl:dimD  F -gl:dimDF().
Corollary for Rings 4.6. Let =  n# M be a cleft extension of rings.
(i) The functor Tor n [−;−] is a direct summand of the functors Torn [Z−;Z− ];
Torn [T−;Z − ]; the functor Extn [−;−] is a direct summand of the functors
Extn[Z−;Z− ]; Extn[T−;Z− ]; 8n  0; and there are isomorphisms:
Tor1 [T−;Z− ] =Tor 1 [−;−]; Ext1[T−;Z− ] = Ext1 [−;−];
Tor1 [Z−;Z− ] =Tor 1 [−;−]−⊗  M=M 2 ⊗  −;
Ext1[Z−;Z− ] = Ext1 [−;−] Hom [−⊗ M=M 2;−];
Tor2 [T−;Z− ] =Tor 2 [−;−]Tor 1 [−; ]⊗   ⊗  −;
Ext2[T−;Z− ] = Ext2 [−;−] Hom [Tor 1 [−; ]⊗  ;−]:
(ii) w:gl:dim   w:gl:dim and r:gl:dim   r:gl:dim.
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(iii) If M is left  -at then there are isomorphisms; 8n  1:
Torn [T−;−] =Tor n [−;U− ]; Extn[T−;−] = Extn [−;U− ];
Torn [Z−;Z− ] =Tor n [−;−]Torn−1[Z−;Z− ];
Extn[Z−;Z− ] = Extn [−;−] Extn−1 [Z−;Z− ]:
(iv) If M is left  -at and #= 0; then there are isomorphisms; 8n  0:
Torn [Z−;Z− ] =
nM
i=0
Tor n [−⊗ (⊗n−i  M);−];
Extn[Z−;Z− ] =
nM
i=0
Extn [−⊗ (⊗n−i  M);−]:
4.2. The natural morphism: LF C!LC
As we will see in the next section, the behaviour of F -global dimension of DF()
depends essentially on the behaviour of the sequence of functors LFi C; i  0. It
follows from the -associated complex (X;f) of (X; f), especially when f = 0, that
the study of the sequence of functors Li C; i  0, requires information which is more
close to the triad fD; F; g. Hence it is useful to reduce the study of the sequence
LFi C; i  0, to the study of the sequence Li C; i  0. In this respect we have the
following result, in which we denote by KerC the full subcategory of DF() with
objects (X; f), such that C(X; f) = 0.
Theorem 4.7. There are natural morphisms:
i :LFi C!Li C; 8i  0; such that
(i) 0; 1 are isomorphisms and 2 is an epimorphism.
(ii) Consider the following statements; 8n  2:
(a) The morphisms i(X;f) are isomorphisms; 1  i  n; and n+1(X;f) is an epimor-
phism.
(b) LFi CT(X ) = 0; 2  i  n.
(c) LRi F(X ) = 0; 1  i  n− 1.
Then (a), (b)( (c). If KerC= 0; then all these statements are equivalent.
(iii) Consider the following statements:
(a) The morphisms i(X;f) are isomorphisms; 8i  0.
(b) LFi CT(X ) = 0; 8i  2.
(c) LRi F(X ) = 0; 8i  1; i.e. F is R -exact.
Then (a), (b)( (c). If KerC= 0; then all these statements are equivalent.
Proof. (i) By Corollary 4.2:LF1 CT=0. Let now (X; f) 2 DF(), and consider the nat-
ural -projective presentation (1) : 0!(X; f) m!T(X ) (X; f)! (X; f)! 0 of (X; f). The
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sequence (1) is F -exact since it is -exact and F . Applying the functor C to (1)
we get isomorphisms i(X;f) : L

i+1C(X; f)!Li C(X; f); 8i  1, and a long exact
sequence (2):
   !LFi+1CT(X )!LFi+1C(X; f)
i(X; f)! LFi C(X; f)!LFi CT(X )!
   !LF2 C(X; f)
1(X; f)! LF1 C(X; f)!LF1 CT(X )!LF1 C(X; f)
!C(X; f)!X !C(X; f)! 0:
Since LF1 CT(X )=0 we have L
F
1 C(X; f) = Ker(C(X; f)!X )=L1 C(X; f) by an
isomorphism 1(X;f) and the morphism 
1
(X;f) : L
F
2 C(X; f)!LF1 C(X; f) is an epi-
morphism. Since (1) is functorial, the morphisms i(X;f), 
1
(X;f), 
1
(X;f) are natural, thus
we get natural isomorphisms i : Li+1C!Li C, 1 : LF1 C!L1 C, and a natural
epimorphism 1 : LF2 C!LF1 C. We set 2 = 1  (1)  (1)−1 : LF2 C!L2 C.
Then 2 is an epimorphism. Now we proceed inductively setting i+1=ii(i)−1 :
LFi+1C!Li+1C; 8i  1. Then the natural morphisms i :LFi C!Li C; 8i  0, to-
gether with the obvious isomorphism 0: LF0 C = L0C = C, is the desired sequence
of natural morphisms.
(ii), (iii) (a) , (b) Follows directly from the long exact sequence (2), and the
denition of the natural morphisms i. (c)) (b) follows from Corollary 4.2(3). Sup-
pose now that KerC = 0, and (b) is true. Since LF2 CT(X ) = 0, by the last isomor-
phism in Corollary 4.2(2) we have CLR1 T(X )= 0. Since KerC=0, L
R
1 T(X )= 0)
LR1 F(X ) = 0: Let 0!K0!P0!X ! 0 be an R -projective presentation of X . Since
LR1 T(X ) = 0, we have the F -projective presentation 0!T(K0)!T(P0)!T(X )! 0
of T(X ). Then 0=LF3 CT(X )=L
F
2 CT(K0)=CL
R
1 T(K0))LR1 F(K0)=LR2 F(X )=0.
A simple induction and dimension-shifting argument completes the proof.
Remark 4.8. The above morphism  : LF C!LC is a morphism of -connected
sequence of functors in the sense of [24,18]. For more information concerning the
morphism , see Section 7.
Corollary 4.9. If F is R -exact; then for any proper class F in DF() of the form
F =U−1(R ); where R is a proper class in D; we have
LFi C =Li C; 8i  0:
In particular if = 0; then LFi CZ =Li CZ = Fi; 8i  0:
If =  n# M is a cleft extension of rings, then the proper class  is the class of
short exact sequences of -modules, which are split when considered as short exact
sequences of  -modules. In this concrete case we use the notation  := (; ).
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Corollary for Rings 4.10. Let  =  n# M be a cleft extension of rings. Then for
the following statements:
(i) M is left  -at.
(ii) Tori [−⊗ ;  ] = 0; 8i  1.
(iii) Tori [−;  ] =Tor(; )i [−;  ]; 8i  1.
we have (i)) (ii), (iii); if # is right T-nilpotent; then they are equivalent.
4.3. Lifting tilting objects
We close this section with an application to tilting theory. Let C be an abelian cate-
gory and let R be a proper class of short exact sequences in C. We recall that if X 2
C, then add(X ) is the full subcategory of C with objects the direct summands of all
nite direct sums of copies of X . Dene a full subcategory add(X )tR of C as follows:
add(X )tR = fA 2 C: there exists an R -exact sequence 0!A!X0!    !Xt! 0;
with Xi 2 add(X );8i = 0; 1; : : : ; tg, where t  0.
We call an object X 2 C, a t{R -tilting object i () R -p:d X = t <1, ()
ExtiR [X; X ] = 0; 8i  1, and () P(R ) add(X )tR .
Theorem 4.11. Suppose that KerC= 0.
(1) Assume that X 2 D is an object with LRt F(X ) = 0; 1  t  n: Then for any
t with 1  t  n; the following are equivalent:
(i) T(X ) is a t{F -tilting object.
(ii) (a) X is a t{R -tilting object.
(b) ExtiR [X; FX ] = 0; 1  i  t.
(2) The following are equivalent:
(i) T(X ) is a 1{F -tilting object.
(ii) (a) X is a 1{R -tilting object.
(b) Ext1R [X; FX ] =L
R
1 F(X ) = 0.
The ring EndDF ()[T(X )] is a cleft #-extension of the ring EndD[X ]; by the bimodule
D[X; FX ]; where # is dened by #(a⊗ b) = a  Fb  X ; for a; b 2 D[X; FX ] and the
bimodule structure of D[X; FX ] is given by f  a = f  a and b  g = b  Fg; for
f; g 2 EndD[X ] and a; b 2 D[X; FX ].
Proof. (1) The hypothesis LRt F(X )=0; 1  t  n; and Corollary 4.2(3), implies that
(): ExttF [T(X );T(X )] = ExttR [X; X  FX ]; 1  t  n.
(a)) (b) Let t 2 N with 1  t  n, and suppose that T(X ) is a t-F -tilting object.
Then since F -p:dT(X ) = t and R -p:d X  F -p:dT(X ), by () we have R -p:d X =
F -p:dT(X ) = t, and 0 = ExtiF [T(X );T(X )] = ExtiR [X; X  FX ] = ExtiR [X; X ] 
ExtiR [X; FX ]; 8i  1: Thus it remains to show that P(R ) add(X )tR . If P 2 P(R ),
then T(P) 2 P(F ) and since T(X ) is an F -tilting object, there exists an F -exact se-
quence (): 0!T(P)! (X0; f0)!    ! (Xt; ft)! 0, with (Xi; fi) 2 addT(X ); 8i=
0; 1; : : : ; t. But then obviously C(Xi; fi) 2 add(X ); 8i = 0; 1; : : : ; t. We claim that the
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sequence C(): 0!P!C(X0; f0)!    !C(Xt; ft)! 0 is R -exact. Indeed since
by Corollary 4.2, LF1 C =L1 C and since all the objects in () are direct summands
of objects in ImTP(), it follows that any object in () is in the kernel of the
functor LF1 C. Hence C() is exact and it is R -exact, since C sends F -proper epics
in DF() to R -proper epics in D. Thus P(R ) add(X )tR .
(b)) (a) If X is a t-R -tilting object, then R -p:d X=F -p:dT(X )=t and ExtiF [T(X );
T(X )] = ExtiR [X; X  FX ] = ExtiR [X; X ]  ExtiR [X; FX ] = 0; 8i  1, by hypothesis.
So it remains to show that P(F )addT(X )tF . Let (X; f) 2 P(F ); then by [6] or
Lemma 5.3 below, (X; f) = T(P) with P 2 P(R ). Since X is an R -tilting ob-
ject, there exists an R -exact sequence (!): 0!P!X0!    !Xt! 0, with Xi 2
add(X );8i=0; 1; : : : ; t. Applying T we obtain the F -proper sequence T(!): 0!T(P)!
T(X0)!    !T(Xt)! 0. Since Xi 2 add(X ); 8i=0; 1; : : : ; t and LRn FX =0; 8n  1,
and sinceLR1 F = ULR1 T, we see easily that T(!) is F -exact. Thus P(F )addT(X )tF .
(2) From the proof of (1), it is enough to prove that if T(X ) is 1{F -tilting ob-
ject, then LR1 F(X ) = 0. Since F -p:dT(X ) = 1, we have L
F
2 CT(X ) = 0. But by
Corollary 4.2(2): LF2 CT(X ) = CLR1 T(X ). Hence CLR1 T(X )=0, and since KerC=0,
we have LR1 T(X ) = 0. But then UL
R
1 T(X ) =L
R
1 F(X ) = 0.
The last assertion follows from [6].
Now consider a cleft #-extension = n#M of rings. In the following result which
is a consequence of the above theorem and its dual, an n-tilting (n-cotilting) module
is a (co-)tilting module of projective (injective) dimension n, in the sense of [29]. We
note that the case (1) below is a generalization of the main result of [25].
Corollary for Rings 4.12. Let = n# M be a cleft extension of rings and assume
that # is right T-nilpotent. Then
(1) The following are equivalent:
(i) X ⊗   is a 1-tilting module.
(ii) X is a 1-tilting module; and Ext1 [X; X ⊗  M ] =Tor 1 [X;M ] = 0.
(2) Suppose that Tor i [X;M ] = 0; 8i  1. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) X ⊗   is an n-tilting module.
(ii) X is an n-tilting module; and Exti [X; X ⊗  M ] = 0; 8i  1.
If # is left T-nilpotent; then
(3) The following are equivalent:
(i) Hom [; X ] is a 1-cotilting module.
(ii) X is a 1-cotilting module; and Ext1 [Hom [M;X ]; X ] = Ext
1
 [M;X ] = 0:
(4) Suppose that Exti [M;X ] = 0; 8i  1. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) Hom [; X ] is an n-cotilting module.
(ii) X is an n-cotilting module; and Exti [Hom [M;X ]; X ] = 0; 8i  1.
Our next result is a corollary of part (4) of the above result.
Corollary 4.13. Let  =  n0 M be a trivial cleft extension of rings. Suppose that
Exti [M ;M ] = 0; 8i  1; and the natural morphism !r :  !End (M ) is an
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isomorphism. Then Hom [;M ] is an n-cotilting module , M  is an n-cotilting
module; in this case  = End[Hom [;M ]]; and i:d = n.
Auslander and Reiten [2] ask if the trivial extension of a Cohen{Macaulay Artin
algebra is Gorenstein (see [2] for the denition of the involved concepts). Our nal
result in this subsection is a direct consequence of the previous corollary and answers
the question of Auslander{Reiten in the armative.
Corollary 4.14. Let   be a Cohen{Macaulay Artin algebra with dualizing bimodule
 M  and consider the trivial extension =  n0 M . Then
i:d = i:d= i:dM  = i:d M <1
and  is a Gorenstein algebra.
5. F -, -relative global dimension of cleft extensions
We continue to use the notation introduced in the previous section.
Denition 5.1. The category DF() is called admissible if any object (X; f) 2 DF()
has a nite ltration
0 = (Xn; fn)(Xn−1; fn−1)   (X1; f1)(X0; f0) = (X; f)
such that all quotient objects (Xj; fj)=(Xj+1; fj+1) are in Z(D).
Hence DF() is admissible i the full subcategory Z(D) is admissible in the sense
of [33]. By our conventions DF() is admissible i it is F -admissible in the sense that,
in the ltration above all short exact sequences: 0! (Xj+1; fj+1)! (Xj; fj)! (Xj; fj)=
(Xj+1; fj+1) ! 0 are in F , 8j = 0; 2; : : : ; n− 1.
Remark 5.2. (1) By a result of [6], DF() is admissible , the functor R :=Ker()
is locally nilpotent, i.e. 8(X; f) 2 DF(); 9n  0: Rn(X; f)=0. Note that in this case
by [33], the categories D and DF() have isomorphic higher K-theory.
(2) If DF() is admissible, then KerC= 0 (see [6]).
(3) The morphism  : F2!F is called locally nilpotent, resp. nilpotent, if 8X 2
D; 9t 2 N: FtX Ft−1X    FX X =0, resp. 9t 2 N: Ft Ft−1    F =0. In
the last case  is called t-nilpotent. It is not dicult to see that if  is locally nilpotent,
then DF() is admissible, in particular KerC=0. It follows that a trivial extension or
more generally a truncated extension is admissible.
(4) If  is t-nilpotent, then DF() is a full exact subcategory of the truncated
extension D nt+1 F . This follows form the fact that 8t  0; 8(X; f) 2 DF() :
FtX  Ft−1X      FX  X  f = Ft+1f  Ftf      F2f  Ff  f.
(5) If DF() is admissible, then it is F -admissible, hence the vanishing of the
extension functors ExtnF [−;−] is controlled by the vanishing of ExtnF [Z(−);−].
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(6) If the cleft extension is induced by a cleft extension of rings = n# M , then
[6] # is nilpotent i = 1⊗  # is (locally) nilpotent i Mod() is admissible. As in
Section 2.1, # is right, resp. left, T-nilpotent , KerC= 0, resp. KerK= 0.
We recall that an epic  : X !Y in an abelian category A is called minimal if for
any morphism  : Z!X;    is epic implies that  is epic. If the category A has
enough F -projectives with respect to a proper class of short exact sequences F , then a
morphism  : P!X in F is called an F -projective cover, if  is a minimal epic and P
is F -projective. Then A is called F -perfect if any object X 2A has an F -projective
cover. Consider now the full subcategory KerC = f(X; f) 2 DF():C(X; f) = 0g. In
[6] we have shown that KerC=0,  is a minimal epic, i.e. 8(X; f) 2 DF(), (X;f)
is a minimal epic, and that the condition KerC = 0 has many pleasant consequences
for the structure of the simple and projective objects of DF(). We restate Lemma 5:4
of [6] in the present setting:
Lemma 5.3. If KerC= 0; then we have the following:
(i) DF() is F -perfect , D is R -perfect.
(ii) (X; f) is simple , C(X; f) is simple and (X; f) = ZC(X; f).
(iii) The following are equivalent:
(a) (X; f) 2 P(F ).
(b) C(X; f) 2 P(R ) and (X; f) = TC(X; f).
(c) C(X; f) 2 P(R ) and L1 C(X; f) =LF1 C(X; f) = 0:
(d) Ext1F [(X; f);Z(−)] = 0.
Proof. We only prove that (a) , (d) in (iii). The other parts follow directly from
Lemma 5:4 of [6]. Obviously (a) ) (d). Suppose that (d) is true. Consider an
F -projective presentation of (X; f) : 0! (Q0; g0)!T(P0)! (X; f)! 0. Then we have
the exact sequence: 0!DF()[(X; f);Z(−)]!DF()[T(P0);Z(−)]!DF()[(Q0; g0);
Z(−)]! 0 which is isomorphic to the short exact sequence: 0! D[C(X; f);−]!
D[P0;−]!D[C(Q0; g0);−] ! 0. This implies that the exact sequence: C(Q0; g0)!
P0!C(X; f)! 0 is indeed a split short exact sequence and C(X; f) 2 P(R ) as a di-
rect summand of P0. The above argument shows also that L
F
1 C(X; f)=Ker (C(Q0; g0)
!P0) = 0, thus by (c); (X; f) 2 P(F ).
If  =   n# M is a cleft ring extension, then the next result follows from
Lemma 5.3, using the realization of the functors F;G;C;T;H;K;Z;U from Section 2.
Corollary for Rings 5.4. (1) If # is right T-nilpotent, then
(i)  is right perfect ,   is right perfect.
(ii) (X; f) is simple in Mod (), X is simple in Mod ( ) and f = 0.
(iii) The following are equivalent:
(a) (X; f) is a projective, (resp. at, resp. free), right -module.
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(b) (X; f) ⊗    is a projective, (resp. at, resp. free), right  -module and
Ker (f) = Im(1X ⊗ #-1M ⊗ f).
(c) (X; f) ⊗    is a projective, (resp. at, resp. free), right  -module and
(X; f)⊗   ⊗   = (X; f).
(d) Ext1[(X; f);−⊗   ] = 0, (resp. Tor1 [(X; f);   ⊗  −] = 0).
(2) If # is left T-nilpotent, then the following are equivalent:
(a) (X; f) is an injective right -module.
(b) Hom[  ; (X; f)] is an injective right  -module and Ker (f
) = Im(X −
Hom [M;f]); where f : X !Hom [M;X ] is dened by f(x)(m)=f(x⊗
m) and X : Hom [M;X ]!Hom [M;Hom [M;X ]] is dened by X ()(m)
(n) = (#(m⊗ n)); 8m; n 2 M; 8x 2 X and 8 2 Hom [M;X ].
(c) Hom[  ; (X; f)] is an injective right  -module and (X; f) = Hom [ ;
Hom[  ; (X; f)]].
(d) Ext1[Hom [  ;−]; (X; f)] = 0.
Remark 5.5. Suppose that F 6= 0. If KerC = 0, then C is never exact, and always
;F -gl:dimDF()  1. Indeed otherwise applying C to the short exact sequence
0!Z(X )!T(X )!Z(X )! 0, we get directly that CZ(X ) = 0, thus Z(X ) = 0
since KerC= 0. But then UZ(X ) = FX = 0. Since this happens for any X 2 D, we
get that F = 0.
5.1. Cleft extensions of nite global dimension
The next result gives necessary and sucient conditions for the F -global dimension
of DF() to be nite.
Theorem 5.6. (1) If KerC= 0; then the following are equivalent:
(i) F -gl:dimDF()<1.
(ii) R -gl:dimD<1 and 9i  0: LFi+1C= 0.
In any case we have the following bounds:
R -gl:dimD  F -gl:dimDF()  minfn  0: LFn+1C= 0g+R -gl:dimD:
(2) Suppose that DF() is admissible. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) F -gl:dimDF()<1.
(ii) R -gl:dimD<1 and 9i  0 :LFi+1CZ= 0.
In any case we have the following bounds:
R -gl:dimD  F -gl:dimDF()  minfn  0: LFn+1CZ= 0g+R -gl:dimD:
Proof. (1) ()) If F -gl:dimDF() = m<1, then LFm+1C= 0, and by Corollary 4.5
we have R -gl:dimD  m<1.
(() Suppose that R -gl:dimD = k <1 and let n = minfi  0: LFi+1C = 0g. Let
(X; f) 2 DF() be an arbitrary object and let F (X;f) be the F -associated complex of
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(X; f). From the construction of F (X;f), the following complex
   !Pn+t+1 !n+t−!Pn+t!    !Pn+1 !n−!Pn coker(!n)−! Coker(!n)! 0
is an acyclic complex consisting of R -projective objects. Since by Remark 3.2 the
above complex is R -proper, it is an R -projective resolution of Coker(!n) =
C(Qn−1; gn−1). Since R -gl:dimD = k, Coker(!n+k) is in P(R ) as a kth-syzygy of
Coker(!n) with respect to the proper class R . Since by construction the object (Qj; gj)
is a (j + 1)th-syzygy of (X; f) with respect to the proper class, F ; 8j  0, the hy-
pothesis implies that LF1 C(Qn+k−1; gn+k−1) =L
F
n+k+1C(X; f) = 0. Hence by Lemma
5.3 we have (Qn+k−1; gn+k−1) 2 P(F ) and consequently F -p:d (X; f)  n + k. We
conclude: F -gl:dimDF()  n+ k <1.
(2) Since DF() is admissible, by Remark 5.2(2) we have that KerC = 0, and
the hypotheses of (1) are satised. Hence it suces to show that: LFn+1C = 0 ,
LFn+1CZ=0. The ()) direction is trivial and the (() direction follows directly from
the fact that DF() is admissible.
Theorem 5.7. (1) If the functor F is R -exact; then 8(X; f) 2 DF():
() F -p:d (X; f)  -p:d (X; f) +R -gl:dimD:
(2) If the functor F is R -exact; and F(P(R ))P(R ); then 8(X; f) 2 DF():
() F -p:d (X; f)  -p:d (X; f) +R -p:d X:
In any of the above cases we have the bounds:
R -gl:dimD  F -gl:dimDF()  R -gl:dimD+ -gl:dimDF():
Proof. If -p:d (X; f) = 1 or R -gl:dimD = 1 then relation () is true trivially.
Suppose that R -gl:dimD=t <1; -p:d (X; f)<1 and we apply induction on -p:d
(X; f). If -p:d (X; f)=0, then (X; f) 2 P() and the -exact sequence: (1) : 0!
(X; f)!T(X ) (X; f)! (X; f)! 0 splits. Hence we have T(X ) = (X; f) (X; f), and
F -p:dT(X ) = maxfF -p:d (X; f);F -p:d(X; f)g:
Since F is R -exact, by Corollary 4.2 we have F -p:dT(X )=R -p:d X , thus F -p:d (X; f)
 R -p:d X  R -gl:dimD and () is true. Let -p:d (X; f)> 0 and assume () is
true for all objects (Y; g) with -p:d (Y; g)<-p:d (X; f). Since F , the -exact
sequence (1) is also F -exact, hence for any (W; h) 2 DF() we have a long exact
sequence:
   !Extn−1F [T(X ); (W; h)]!Extn−1F [(X; f); (W; h)]!ExtnF [(X; f); (W; h)]
!ExtnF [T(X ); (W; h)]!ExtnF [(X; f); (W; h)]!   
We set s :=-p:d (X; f)+t+1. Since F is R -exact from Corollary 4.2, we have an iso-
morphism Exts−1F [T(X ); (W; h)] = Exts−1R [X;W ] = 0, since s− 1 =-p:d (X; f) + t > 0
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and t = R -gl:dimD. Hence the above long exact sequence induces an isomorphism
Exts−1F [(X; f); (W; h)] = ExtsF [(X; f); (W; h)]. By induction hypothesis, since -p:d
(X; f)− 1=-p:d(X; f)<-p:d (X; f), we have F -p:d(X; f)  -p:d(X; f)+t=
s − 2. But then Exts−1F [(X; f); (W; h)] = ExtsF [(X; f); (W; h)] = 0, and consequently
F -p:d (X; f)  s−1=-p:d (X; f)+ t, because (W; h) was arbitrary. We conclude that
() is true.
If we have further F(P(R ))P(R ), then since F is R -exact, obviously 8X 2
D: R -p:d FX  R -p:d X . Applying the above induction hypothesis with t =R -p:d X ,
we will arrive at the relation F -p:d(X; f)  R -p:d FX + t, because (X; f) =
(FX; X − Ff). Then F -p:d(X; f)  R -p:d X + t and we can continue the induc-
tion as above, concluding that () is true. The last relation follows from () and
Corollary 4.5.
It is interesting to note that the conditions in (2) of Theorem 5.7, forces  to be
central in F , in the sense of [7]. Combining the results of Section 4 and Proposition
5:8(iv) of [6] (which also can be deduced easily from our previous results), we have
the following corollary, in which we denote by c(F)=1 or c(F)=minfn  0:Fn+1=0g
the nilpotency class of F .
Corollary 5.8. (1) -gl:dimDF()  c(F). If = 0 then -gl:dimDF(0)<1, the
functor F is nilpotent; in the last case we have -gl:dimDF(0) = c(F).
(2) If F is R -exact; then we have the following:
(i) If the functor F is nilpotent; then
R -gl:dimD  F -gl:dimDF()  c(F) +R -gl:dimD:
(ii) If -gl:dimDF()<1 : F -gl:dimDF()<1, R -gl:dimD<1.
(iii) If -gl:dimDF() = 0 then F -gl:dimDF() = c(F) +R -gl:dimD.
Corollary for Rings 5.9. Let =  n# M be a cleft extension of rings.
(i) (; )-r:gl:dim  minfm 2 N: ⊗n+1  M = 0g, with equality if #= 0.
(ii) If M is left  -at then
r:gl:dim   r:gl:dim  (; )-r:gl:dim+ r:gl:dim :
In particular: r:gl:dim   r:gl:dim  n+ r:gl:dim , if ⊗n+1  M = 0.
(iii) If M is left  -at and right  -projective; then 8(X; f) 2 Mod ():
p:d (X; f)  (; )-p:d (X; f) + p:d X:
(iv) If # is right T-nilpotent; then r:gl:dim<1, r:gl:dim <1 and w:d <1:
In any case we have the bounds
r:gl:dim   r:gl:dim  w:d  + r:gl:dim :
In particular if   is semisimple, then r:gl:dim=w:d .
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For a proper class R in an abelian category C, we denote by P1(R ) the full
subcategory of C consisting of objects with nite R -projective dimension. We recall
that the nitistic R -global dimension R -f :gl:dimC of C is dened as R -f :gl:dimC=
supfR -p:d X :X 2 P1(R )g. The next result generalizes Lemma 5.3(iii).
Lemma 5.10. Suppose that KerC= 0.
(1) If (X; f) 2 P1(F ) and LFn C(X; f) = 0; 8n  1; then:
F -p:d (X; f) =R -p:dC(X; f):
(2) The following are equivalent for an object (X; f) 2 DF():
(i) (X; f) 2 P1(F ).
(ii) 9n  0: Extn+1F [(X; f);Z(−)] = 0.
(iii) 9n  0: Coker(!(X;f)n ) 2 P1(R ); and LFn+kC(X; f) = 0; 8k  1; where
!(X;f)n is the nth dierential of the F -associated complex F (X;f) of (X; f).
If one of the above equivalent statements is true; then setting n = minfm 
0: LFm+kC(X; f) = 0; 8k  1g; we have
F -p:d (X; f)  n+R -p:dCoker(!(X;f)n ):
Proof. (1) By induction on F -p:d (X; f). If F -p:d (X; f)=0, obviously R -p:dC(X; f)=
0. Suppose that the result is true for all (Y; g) with F -p:d (Y; g)<F -p:d (X; f) and
LFt C(Y; g) = 0; 8t  1. If F -p:d (X; f)> 0, consider the F -projective presentation
0! (Q0; g0) 0!T(P0) 0!(X; f)! 0. Trivially (Q0; g0) satises the induction hypothe-
sis, so we have F -p:d (Q0; g0) =R -p:dC(Q0; g0). Since L
F
t C(X; f) = 0; 8t  1, the
sequence 0!C(Q0; g0) C(0)−! P0 C(0)−! C(X; f)! 0 is an R -projective presentation of
C(X; f). So: F -p:d (X; f)=1−F -p:d (Q0; g0)=1−R -p:dC(Q0; g0)=R -p:dC(X; f).
(2) (i), (ii) Follows from Lemma 5.3(iii), and an easy induction argument.
(i)) (iii) If F -p:d (X; f)=m<1, then the mth-syzygy (Qm−1; gm−1) of (X; f) is
F -projective. By Lemma 5.3(iii), we have C(Qm−1; gm−1) = Coker(!m) 2 P(R ) and
LF1 C(Qm−1; gm−1) =L
F
m+1C(X; f) = 0.
(iii) ) (i) If R -p:dCoker(!n) = t <1, and LFn+kC(X; f) = 0; 8k  1, then the
tth-syzygy of Coker(!n), (which is Coker(!n+t) because L
F
n+kC(X; f)=0; 8k  1), is
R -projective. ButCoker(!n+t) = C(Qn+t−1; gn+t−1). Now sinceLF1 C(Qn+t−1; gn+t−1)=
LFn+t+1C(X; f) = 0, we have by Lemma 5.3(iii), that (Qn+t−1; gn+t−1) 2 P(F ). Since
(Qn+t−1; gn+t−1) is a (n + t)th-syzygy of (X; f), we have F -p:d (X; f)  n + t, and
(X; f) 2 P1(F ). The last assertion follows from the above proof.
Theorem 5.11. (1) If KerC= 0; then
F -f :gl:dimDF()  @+R -f :gl:dimD;
where @= supfm  0: LFm+kC(X; f) = 0; 8k  1; 8(X; f) 2 P1(F )g.
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(2) If the functor LFn+1C vanishes on P
1(F ); in particular if LFn+1C = 0; then
F -f :gl:dimDF()  n+R -f :gl:dimD. In particular if LFt CjP1(F ) = 0; 8t  1; then
F -f :gl:dimDF()  R -f :gl:dimD.
(3) If the functor F is R -exact; then R -f :gl:dimD  F -f :gl:dimDF(); and the
following are equivalent:
(i) F -f :gl:dimDF()<1.
(ii) (a) @= supfm  0: LFm+kC(X; f) = 0; 8k  1; 8(X; f) 2 P1(F )g<1.
(b) R -f :gl:dimD<1.
If one of the above equivalent statements is true then
R -f :gl:dimD  F -f :gl:dimDF()  @+R -f :gl:dimD:
Finally if in addition the functor LFt C vanishes on P1(F ); 8t  1; then
F -f :gl:dimDF() =R -f :gl:dimD:
(4) If F is R -exact; then
R -f :gl:dimD  F -f :gl:dimDF()  -f :gl:dimDF() +R -gl:dimD:
If F is R -exact and F(P(R ))P(R ); then
R -f :gl:dimD  F -f :gl:dimDF()  -f :gl:dimDF() +R -f :gl:dimD:
Proof. (1) and (2) are consequences of Lemma 5.10. If F is exact, then by Corol-
lary 4.2, we have 8X 2 D:R -p:d X =F -p:dT(X ). Hence R -f :gl:dimD  F -f :gl:dim
DF(), and (3) follows from (2). Part (4) follows from Theorem 5.7.
Let  =   n# M be a cleft extension of rings. In the following consequence of
Theorem 5.11, we denote by P1(), the full subcategory of Mod () consisting of
all modules of nite projective dimension.
Corollary for Rings 5.12. (1) If # is right T-nilpotent; then
f :gl:dim  @+ f :gl:dim ;
where
@= supfm  0: Torm+k [(X; f);  ] = 0; 8k  1;8(X; f) 2 P1()g:
(2) If the functor Torn+1[−;  ] vanishes on P1(); in particular if w:d   n;
then r:f :gl:dim  n+ r:f :gl:dim .
(3) If M is left  -at; then r:f :gl:dim   r:f :gl:dim; and the following are
equivalent:
(i) f :gl:dim<1.
(ii) (a) The number @ in (1) is nite.
(b) r:f :gl:dim <1.
Finally if in addition the functor Tort [−;  ] vanishes on P1(); 8t  1; then
r:f :gl:dim= r:f :gl:dim :
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(4) If M is left  -at; then
r:f :gl:dim   r:f :gl:dim  (; )-r:f :gl:dim+ r:gl:dim :
If M is left  -at and right  -projective; then
r:f :gl:dim   r:f :gl:dim  (; )-r:f :gl:dim+ r:f :gl:dim :
5.2. Applications to free, symmetric, polynomial and exterior categories
We apply the results obtained so far to the above mentioned categories. We follow
the notation introduced in Section 2.5.
Let DhFi; i 2 Ii be the free category of the abelian category D, with respect to the
family of right exact endofunctors fFigi2I of D; Fi 6= 0; 8i. Let J :=maxf@0; jI jg and
assume that D is an AB4(J )-category, i.e. D has exact coproducts indexed by J . The
following generalizes a result of Mitchell [28].
Theorem 5.13. If Fi is R -exact 8i 2 I; then -gl:dimDhFi; i 2 Ii= 1 and
R -gl:dimD  F -gl:dimDhFi; i 2 Ii  1 +R -gl:dimD:
Moreover; the following are equivalent:
(a) F -gl:dimDhFi; i 2 Ii= 1 +R -gl:dimD.
(b) 9X 2 D: supi2IfR -p:d FiX g=R -gl:dimD.
In particular F -gl:dimDhIi= 1 +R -gl:dimD and 8n  0 :
ExtnF [Z(−);Z(−)] = ExtnR [−;−]
Y
i2I
Extn−1R [Fi−;−]:
Proof. (i) We view DhFi; i 2 Ii as D(F), which is a cleft extension of D. Then
F is R -exact and moreover from the shape of the left adjoint T of U (see Section
2.5.1 or [6]), it follows that 8(X; f) 2 D(F): (X; f) = T(FX ) (). From () we see
that -gl:dimD(F) 1: In addition if Fi 6= 0 for some i 2 I , then -gl:dimD(F) =
1; since otherwise 8X 2 D, the -epic Z(X ) splits, and this implies trivially that
F(X ) = 0. Then by Theorem 5.7: R -gl:dimD  F -gl:dimD(F) 1 + R -gl:dimD.
From the functorial -projective presentation of (X; f) we deduce the following long
exact sequence, 8(Y; g) 2 D(F) :
   !Extn−1F [(X; f); (Y; g)]!ExtnF [(X; f); (Y; g)]!ExtnF [T(X ); (Y; g)]
!ExtnF [(X; f); (Y; g)]!   
(a) ) (b) Suppose R -gl:dimD = m<1 and F -gl:dimD(F) = 1 + m. Since F
is R -exact by () and Corollary 4.2(3), the above long exact sequence induces an
epic: ExtmR [FX; Y ]!Extm+1F [(X; f); (Y; g)]! 0. Hence R -p:d FX =m, since otherwise
F -gl:dimD(F)< 1 + m contrary to our assumption. (b) ) (a) Since F is R -exact,
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by Corollary 4.2(3) we have
Extm+1F [Z(X );Z(Y )]= ExtmF [Z(X );Z(Y )] = ExtmF [T(FX );Z(Y )]
= ExtmR [FX; Y ]:
Since by hypothesis the last group is 6= 0, we have F -gl:dimD(F)=1+m. The proof
of the last assertion follows from Corollary 4.2(3).
As a corollary of the above theorem and its dual we have the following result (part
(1) is classical and part (2) is a result of Roganov, see [9]).
Corollary for Rings 5.14. (1) r.gl.dim hSi= 1 + r:gl:dim .
(2) Let M be a  { -bimodule, at as a left  -module. Then
r:gl:dim   r:gl:dim T (M)  1 + r:gl:dim 
and the following are equivalent:
(i) r:gl:dim T (M) = 1 + r:gl:dim .
(ii) 9X 2 Mod( ): p:d X ⊗  M = r:gl:dim .
(iii) 9X 2 Mod( ): i:d Hom [M;X ] = r:gl:dim .
The following are equivalent:
(i) r:gl:dim T (M)  1.
(ii) r:gl:dim   1 and 8X 2 Mod( ), the  -module X ⊗  M is projective.
(iii) r:gl:dim   1 and 8X 2 Mod( ), the  -module Hom [M;X ] is injective.
Corollary 5.15. If Q is a quiver with nitely many vertices and   is semisimple
algebra; then the quiver-algebra  Q is hereditary.
Consider the symmetric category D[F1; F2; : : : ; Fm] of D with respect to a set fFigni=1
of commuting right exact endofunctors of D and let D[m] be the polynomial category
of D in m-variables. Assume that D is an AB4(@0)-category. The following includes a
result of Mitchell [28].
Theorem 5.16. Assume that Fi is R -exact; 8i = 1; : : : ; m. Then:
R -gl:dimD  F -gl:dimD[F1; F2; : : : ; Fm]  m+R -gl:dimD;
-gl:dimD[F1; F2; : : : ; Fm] = m; F -gl:dimD[m] = m+R -gl:dimD;
ExtnF [Z(−);Z(−)] = ExtnR [−;−]
mM
i=1
Extn−1R [Fi−;−]
M
i<j
Extn−2R [FiFj−;−]

M
i<j<k
Extn−3R [FiFjFk−;−]     Extn−mR [F1F2   Fm−;−]:
8X 2 D; the F -cohomology ring ExtF [Z(X );Z(X )] of Z(X ) in the polynomial cat-
egory D[m]; is the exterior ring of EndD(X ) in m-variables; and is a cleft extension
of the R -cohomology ring ExtR [X; X ] of X in D.
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Proof. Follows directly from Theorem 5.13 and induction.
Corollary for Rings 5.17. r:gl:dim [x1; x2; : : : ; xm] = m+ r:gl:dim , and
8n  0: Extn [x1 ;x2 ;:::;xm][ ;  ] =  (m!=n!(m−n)!):
Finally, consider the exterior category
V
(D)(F1; F2; : : : ; Fm) of D with respect to
a set of commuting right exact endofunctors fFigmi=1 of D and the exterior categoryVm(D) of D in m-variables. The next theorem which includes a result of Mitchell
[28], follows by induction directly from the results of this section.
Theorem 5.18. Assume that each Fi is R -exact.
(1) The following are equivalent:
(i) F -gl:dim
V
(D)(F1; F2; : : : ; Fm)<1:
(ii) R -gl:dimD<1 and Fi is nilpotent; 8i = 1; 2; : : : ; m.
(2) F -gl:dim
Vm(D) =1; and 8n  0:
ExtnF [Z(−);Z(−)] =
M
km+1+km++k1=n
Extkm+1R [F
km
1 F
km−1
2   Fk2m−1Fk1m −;−];
R -gl:dimD  F -gl:dim
^
(D)(F1; F2; : : : ; Fm) 
mX
i=1
c(Fi) +R -gl:dimD:
Corollary for Rings 5.19. r:gl:dim
Vn
 ( ) =1.
5.3. The Hilbert basis theorem
We seek conditions for the cleft extension DF() to be (locally) Noetherian. The
results of this subsection are independent of the results of the previous sections.
Lemma 5.20. If X; FX are Noetherian objects in D; then so is T(X ) in DF(). Hence
DF() is Noetherian i D is Noetherian.
Proof. Let (X0; f0)   (Xn; fn)   T(X ) be a chain of subobjects. Applying
U we have a chain of subobjects X0   Xn   X  FX . Since X  FX is
Noetherian, there exists n0 such that Xn = Xn0 ;8n  n0. Since U is faithful, we have
(Xn; fn) = (Xn0 ; fn0 ), 8n  n0. Hence T(X ) is Noetherian. If D is Noetherian then
DF() is Noetherian, since any (X; f) is a quotient of T(X ). The converse is easy
since D= Z(D) is closed under subobjects in DF().
From now on we assume that D has injectives and exact coproducts and the functor
F has a right adjoint G. Then it is easy to see that DF() has coproducts and DF()
is also a cleft coextension. We view the isomorphism DG() = DF() of Section 2,
as an identication. Then we have the adjoint pairs (T;U), (U;H), (C;Z) and (Z;K).
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The adjoint pair (U;H) induces an exact sequence of functors
0! IdDF ()
!HU !	! 0;
where  is the unit of the adjoint pair (U;H) dened by (X;f) = (f; 1X ); (X;f) =
t(1GX ;−f) and the functor 	 is dened in DG() by 	(X; f) = (GX; X − Gf).
Obviously, the functor 	 is a right adjoint of the functor  introduced in Section 3.2.
Recall that  is dened in DF() by (X; f) = (FX; X − Ff).
Theorem 5.21. Assume that F is exact and its right adjoint G preserves coproducts.
Any coproduct of injectives in D is injective i the same is true in DF().
Proof. Since F is exact it follows trivially that the functor  is exact. Hence its right
adjoint 	 preserves injectives. Similarly, since U is exact, its right adjoint H preserves
injectives. Let (Xi; fi)i2I be a set of injective objects in DG() and consider the object
(X; f) :=
L
i2I (Xi; fi). Then we have short exact sequences
(): 0! (Xi; fi)
(Xi ;fi )! H(Xi)
(Xi ;fi )! 	(Xi; fi)! 0; 8i 2 I:
Since (Xi; fi) is an injective object, 8i 2 I , we have that H(Xi) = (Xi; fi)	(Xi; fi).
Since (Xi; fi) is injective and 	 preseves injectives, it follows that H(Xi) is an injective
object 8i 2 I . Since Z is exact, it follows that K preserves injectives. Since KH =
IdDG(), we have that Xi is injective, 8i 2 I . Since any coproduct of injectives D is
injective, we have that
L
i2I Xi is injective in D. Since H preserves injectives, we have
that H(
L
i2I Xi) is injective in D
G(). But since G preserves coproducts, it follows
easily that the functors H, 	 preserve coproducts. Hence
L
i2I H(Xi) is injective. The
coproduct of the split short exact sequences (), is the split short exact sequence:
0!
M
i2I
(Xi; fi)!
M
i2I
H(Xi)!
M
i2I
	(Xi; fi)! 0:
Since
L
i2I (Xi; fi) is a direct summand of
L
i2I H(Xi), it is injective. The converse
is easy and is left to the reader.
From now on we assume that D is a Grothendieck category and F : D!D preserves
colimits. By [6], DF() is a Grothendieck category. Since F preserves colimits and
D is Grothendieck, by the Special Adjoint Theorem it follows that F has a right
adjoint G : D!D. We recall that an object X 2 D is called nitely presented, if the
functor D(X;−) preserves ltered colimits. We recall that D is called locally nitely
presented if D has a set of nitely presented generators. The category D is called
locally Noetherian if D has a set of Noetherian generators. Note that in this case by
Gabriel’s theory [14], the category of nitely presented objects of D is identied with
the category of Noetherian objects of D.
Theorem 5.22. Assume that D is a locally nitely presented Grothendieck cate-
gory and the functor F preserves colimits. If F preserves nitely presented objects
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(equivalently its right adjoint G preserves ltered colimits); then DF() is locally
Noetherian i so is D.
Proof. From the adjoint pair (T;U) and the fact that U is faithful and preserves
colimits, it follows directly that T preserves generators and nitely presented objects.
Hence DF() is locally nitely presented. If D is locally Noetherian by Lemma 5.20, it
suces to show that F preserves Noetherian or equivalently nitely presented objects,
and this is true by hypothesis. The converse and the parenthetical assertion are easy
and are left to the reader.
Corollary for Rings 5.23. Let = n#M be a cleft extension of rings. If   is right
Noetherian and M  is nitely generated; then  is right Noetherian.
Applying Theorems 5.21 and 5.22 to the free cleft extension D(F) and using induc-
tion we have the following.
Corollary 5.24. Let fF1; F2; : : : ; Fmg be a set of commuting endofunctors of D. As-
sume that D has exact coproducts and each Fi has a right adjoint Gi.
(i) Suppose that each Fi is exact and its right adjoint Gi; preserves coproducts.
Then any coproduct of injectives objects in D is an injective object i the same is
true for the symmetric category D[F1; F2; : : : ; Fm].
(ii) If D is locally nitely presented and if each Gi preserves ltered colimits; then
D is locally Noetherian i so is D[F1; F2; : : : ; Fm].
As a corollary of the above result, we obtain the classical Hilbert Basis Theorem:
Corollary for Rings 5.25. If the ring   is right Noetherian; then so is the polynomial
ring  [x1; x2; : : : ; xm].
6. Cleft extensions of small global dimension and Frobenius cleft extensions
6.1. Cleft extensions of global dimension  2
We characterize when DF() has relative F -global dimension (smaller or equal to)
1 or 2.
Proposition 6.1. (1) If KerC= 0; then the following are equivalent:
(i) F -gl:dimDF()  1.
(ii) (a) R -gl:dimD  1.
(b) The functor F is R -exact.
(c) 8(X; f) 2 DF(): Ker(f)=Im(X−Ff) 2 P(R ) and Ker(X−Ff)=Im(FX−
FX + F2f).
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(2) If DF() is admissible; then the following are equivalent:
(i) F -gl:dimDF()  1.
(ii) (a) R -gl:dimD  1.
(b) The functor F is R -exact.
(c) 8X 2 D: Coker(X ) 2 P(R ) (FX 2 P(R ); if = 0).
(d) Ker() = Im(F − F) (F2 = 0, if = 0).
(3) In (1) and (2) if F 6= 0; then F -gl:dimDF() = 1.
Proof. (1) Suppose that F -gl:dimDF()  1. By Corollary 4.5, we have that
R -gl:dimD  1. Since LF2 C= 0, by Theorem 4.7 we have L2 C(X; f) = Ker(X −
Ff)=Im(FX − FX + F2f) = 0, and by Corollary 4.2 we have L1 C(X; f) = Ker(f)=
Im(X − Ff) 2 P(R ). Since LF2 CT= 0, by Corollary 4.2 we have CLR1 T= 0 and
then LR1 T=0, since KerC=0. Hence L
R
1 F=0 and F is R -exact. Suppose now that
(a){(c) in (ii) are true. Since F is R -exact, by Theorem 4.7 we have LFi C(X; f) =
Li C(X; f); 8i  0. Hence by (c) we have LF2 C(X; f)=0 and LF1 C(X; f) 2 P(R ).
If 0! (Q0; g0)!T(P0)! (X; f)! 0 is an F -projective presentation of (X; f) then we
have the induced R -exact sequence: 0!LF1 C(X; f)!C(Q0; g0)!P0!C(X; f)! 0.
Since R -gl:dimD and LF1 C(X; f) 2 P(R ), we see directly that C(Q0; g0) 2 P(R ).
But LF1 C(Q0; g0) = LF2 C(X; f) = 0, so by Lemma 5:2, (Q0; g0) 2 P(F ). Hence
F -gl:dimDF()  1. Parts (2) and (3) follow from (1).
The case #= 0 of the next result is due to Reiten [34].
Corollary for Rings 6.2. Let = n# M be a cleft extension of rings, and suppose
that the morphism # is nilpotent. Then the following are equivalent:
(i)  is right hereditary.
(ii) (a)   is right hereditary, and  M is at.
(b) Ker(#) = Im(#⊗ 1M − 1M ⊗ #) (M ⊗  M = 0, if #= 0).
(c) 8X 2 Mod( ): X ⊗  Coker(#) (X ⊗  M , if #= 0) is right  -projective.
If M 6= 0 and (ii) is true, then r:gl:dim= 1.
The characterization of when F -gl:dimDF()  2, is much more dicult, and
is more precise if  = 0 or more generally if DF() is a truncated extension, see
Section 8. First we need to construct for any X 2 D, a specic natural morphism
’X : D[LF2 CZ(X );−]!Ext3R [X;−] Ext2R [Coker(X );−]:
Let X 2 D; since Z(X ); 
FZ(X ) are primitive objects, we have as in Theorem 3.4,
an F -projective presentation of 
FZ(X ) of the form: (1) : 0!
2FZ(X ) 1!T(P1) 
T(Q)
1!
FZ(X )! 0. It is easy to see that C(
FZ(X )) = K0  Coker(X ). Hence
applying to (1) the functor C we get the short exact sequence: 0!LF2 CZ(X )!
C(
2FZ(X ))!
2R (X )  
1R (Coker(X ))! 0. From this we get the following exact
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sequence and the desired morphism ’X :
   !D[C(
2FZ(X ));−]!D[LF2 CZ(X );−]
X!Ext3R [X;−]
Ext2R [Coker(X );−]!Ext1R [C(
2FZ(X ));−]!Ext1R [LF2 C(Z(X ));−]!   
Now we are ready to prove the following result.
Theorem 6.3. If DF() is admissible; then the following are equivalent:
(i) F -gl:dimDF()  2.
(ii) (a) 8X 2 D: L2 C(
FZ(X )) = 0.
(b) 8P 2 P(R ): LF2 C(Z(P)) = 0.
(c) 8X 2 D: LF2 C(Z(X )) 2 P(R ).
(d) LR2 F = 0.
(e) 8X 2 D; the natural morphism ’X constructed above; is epic.
If (ii) is true and F2 6= 0; then F -gl:dimDF() = 2.
Proof. (i) ) (ii) By Corollary 4.5, R -gl:dimD  F -gl:dimDF()  2. Let X 2 D;
since F -gl:dimDF()  2; 
2FZ(X ) 2 P(F ), thus C
2FZ(X )) 2 P(R ). Applying C
to the F -projective presentation (1): 0 !
2FZ(X ) 1!T(P1)  T(Q)
1!
FZ(X )! 0
above, we get the exact sequence 0!LF2 CZ(X )!C(
2FZ(X ))!P1  Q!
C(
FZ(X ))! 0, which is therefore an R -projective resolution of C(
FZ(X )) =

R (X )Coker(X ). Hence LF2 CZ(X ) 2 P(R ). Further since C(
2FZ(X )) 2 P(R ),
the natural morphism ’X is an epimorphism. Since F -gl:dimDF()  2;LF3 CZ(X )=0.
But LF3 CZ(X ) is isomorphic to L
F
2 C(
FZ(X )) and L

2 C(
FZ(X )) is an epi-
morphic image of LF2 C(
FZ(X )), and this proves (a). If P 2 P(R ), then obvi-
ously Z(P) is a rst F -syzygy of Z(P), and this implies that LF2 C(Z(P)) =
LF3 C(Z(P)) = 0. It remains to prove (d). Consider the primitive object 

2
FZ(X ).
We know from (the proof of) Theorem 3.4 that if 0!K1!P1!P0!X ! 0 is an
R -projective resolution of X , then

2FZ(X ) =

K1  L1;

0 x1
0 y1

;
and there exists a push-out diagram:
0 −−−−−! Z(K1) −−−−−! T(K1)
t(1K1 ;0)−−−−−! Z(K1) −−−−−! 0
x1
?????y x!1
?????y


0 −−−−−! (L1; y1) −−−−−! 
2FZ(X )
t(1K1 ;0)−−−−−! Z(K1) −−−−−! 0
where
x!1 =

1K1 0
0 x1

:
Since K1 = 
2R (X ), we have K1 2 P(R ) and T(K1) 2 P(F ). Since DF() is
admissible, KerC = 0, hence the unit of the adjoint pair (C;Z) is a minimal epic.
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But T(K1) =
t(1K1 ; 0). Thus
t(1K1 ; 0) :T(K1)!Z(K1) is an F -projective cover. This
implies that x!1 is split monic since 

2
FZ(X ) 2 P(F ). But then x1 is split monic. From
the proof of Theorem 3.4 we have that x1 is monic i LR1 FK0 =L
R
2 FX = 0. This
proves (d).
(ii) ) (i) Since DF() is admissible it suces to show that 
2Z(X ) 2 P(F ); 8X 2
D. This happens i C(
2Z(X )) 2 P(R ) and LF1 C(
2Z(X ))=LF3 C(Z(X ))= 0. By
(e), (c) and the long exact sequence above which denes the morphism X , we have
that Ext1R [C(

2Z(X ));−] = 0, thus C(
2Z(X )) 2 P(R ). Now consider the functo-
rial -projective presentation of 
FZ(X ): 0!(
FZ(X ))!TU(
FZ(X ))!

FZ(X )! 0, and apply to it the functor C. Then we get the following exact se-
quence:
   !LF2 C((
FZ(X )))!LF2 C(TU(
FZ(X )))!LF3 C(Z(X ))
!LF1 C((
FZ(X )))!LF1 C(TU(
FZ(X )))!   
Since LF1 C((
FZ(X ))) =L2 C(
FZ(X ))=0 by (a), we have that LF3 C(Z(X )) is
an epimorphic image of LF2 C(TU(
FZ(X ))). Thus it suces to show that
LF2 C(TU(
FZ(X ))) = 0. Now since L
F
2 CT = CLR1 T and KerC= 0, we have that
LF2 C(TU(
FZ(X )))=0,LR1 T(U(
FZ(X )))=0. But U(
FZ(X )) = 
R X FP0.
Hence LR1 T(U(
FZ(X ))) = 0 , LR1 T(
R X  FP0) =LR1 T(X ) LR1 T(FP0) =
0. Since U(LRi T) = L
R
i F , by (d) we have that L
R
2 T(X ) = 0, and it remains
to show that LR1 F(FP) = 0; 8P 2 P(R ). Consider the -projective presentation
of Z(P): 0!(Z(P))!T(FP)!Z(P)! 0, and apply to it the functor C. Since
LF1 C(T(FP)) = 0, in the induced long exact sequence:
   !LF2 C(Z(P))!LF2 C(T(FP))!LF2 C(Z(P)) m!LF1 C(Z(P))!   
the morphism m is an epimorphism and by (b), LF2 C(Z(P)) = 0. Since Z(P) =

FZ(P) we have that L
F
1 C(Z(P)) = LF2 C(Z(P)) and the morphism m is an iso-
morphism. Hence LF2 C(T(FP)) = 0. But L
F
2 C(T(FP)) = CL
R
1 T(FP)) and this is
zero i LR1 T(FP)) = 0 i L
R
1 F(FP)) = 0.
The last assertion follows from Proposition 6.1.
Corollary 6.4. The following are equivalent:
(i) F -gl:dimDF(0)  2.
(ii) (a) F3 =LR1 F
2 =LR2 F = 0.
(b) LR1 F(FP) = 0; 8P 2 P(R ):
(c) 8X 2 D: F2X; LR1 F(X ) 2 P(R ).
(d) 8X 2 D; the natural morphism X constructed above is epic.
Proof. We translate the conditions of Theorem 6.3, when necessary, to the case =0,
and we use the formula LF2 CZ = F2 LR1 F of Corollary 4.4.
(i) ) (ii) 8P 2 P(R ): 0 = LF3 CZ(P) = LF2 C
FZ(P) = LF2 CZ(FP) =
LR1 F(FP) F3P. Hence 8P 2 P(R ):LR1 F(FP) = 0 and F3P = 0, so F3 = 0. Since
L2 C
FZ(X ) = 0 and F
3 = 0, the -associated complex of 
FZ(X ) is of the form:
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   ! 0!F2K (0;F
2k)! FK  F2P!K  FP! 0, see the proof of Corollary 4.4. Hence
0 =L2 C
FZ(X ) = Ker(F
2k) =LR1 F
2X .
(ii) ) (i) By (a) we have L2 C
FZ(X ) = LR1 F2X = 0 and LF2 C
FZ(P)
=LF2 C
FZ(FP) =L
R
1 F(FP) = 0.
The next corollary of the above result, improves a Theorem of Palmer [30].
Corollary for Rings 6.5. If  =   n0 M is trivial cleft extension of  ; then the
following are equivalent:
(i) r:gl:dim  2.
(ii) (a) ⊗3  M =Tor 1 (M;M) = 0 and w:d ⊗2  M = 0; w:d M  1.
(b) 8X 2 Mod( ): X ⊗2  M;Tor 1 (X;M) are projective right  -modules.
(c) 8X 2 Mod( ); the naturally induced morphism:
Hom [Tor 1 (X;M) X ⊗  (⊗2 M);−]!Ext2 [X ⊗  M;−] Ext3 [X;−]
is an epimorphism.
If M ⊗  M 6= 0 and condition (ii) is true; then r:gl:dim= 2.
6.2. Frobenius cleft extensions
We close this section by studing when a cleft extension DF() is F -Frobenius. We
recall that an abelian category C equipped with a proper class of short exact sequences
F is called F -Frobenius, if C has enough F -projectives, enough F -injectives and the
class of F -projectives P(F ) coincides with the class I(F ) of F -injectives.
We suppose now that the functor F has a right adjoint G with counit  : FG! IdD
and unit  : IdD!GF . We denote by H : D!DF() the right adjoint of U and by
K : DF()!D the right adjoint of Z, using the isomorphism D : DF() = DG()
from Section 2. We assume that D, in addition to our default assumption that has
enough R -projectives, it has also enough R -injectives. Then by the dual of the Adjoint
Theorem [12], DG() = DF() has also enough F -injectives.
Proposition 6.6. If KerC = 0; KerK = 0; then the following are equivalent for the
cleft extension DF() of D:
(i) DF() is F -Frobenius.
(ii) (a) 8P 2 P(R ) : KT(P) 2 I(R ) and R1FKT(P) = 0.
(b) 8I 2 I(R ) : CH(I) 2 P(R ) and LF1 CH(I) = 0.
Proof. If KerC=0, then (X; f) 2 P(F ), C(X; f) 2 P(R ) and LF1 C(X; f)= 0,
(X; f) = T(P) for P 2 P(R ). Dually if KerK=0, then (X; f) 2 I(F ), K(X; f) 2
I(R ) and R1FK(X; f) = 0, (X; f) = H(I) for I 2 I(R ). Hence P(F ) =I(F ),
8P 2 P(R ); 8I 2 I(R ): KT(P) 2 I(R ); R1FKT(P) = 0; CH(I) 2 P(R ) and
LF1 CH(I) = 0.
Corollary 6.7. The following are equivalent for the cleft extension DF(0):
(i) DF(0) is F -Frobenius.
(ii) The following are true; 8I 2 I(R ); 8P 2 P(R ):
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(a) FP; Ker(P) 2 I(R ); P is epic and GKer(P) = 0.
(b) GI; Coker(I ) 2 P(R ); I is monic and FCoker(I ) = 0.
Proof. Obviously KerC = 0 = KerK. We observe that KT(P) = Ker(P)  FP, and
CH(I) = Coker(I )  GI . Also using Theorem 4.7(i) and its dual, we see that
R1FKT(P) = GKer(P)  Coker(P), and LF1 CH(I) = FCoker(I )  Ker(I ). Then
the result follows from Proposition 6.6.
In the following let  =   n# M be a cleft extension of rings. We denote by
Lann (M) the left annihilator of M in  .
Corollary for Rings 6.8. (1) Let  =   n# M be a cleft extension of rings and
suppose that # is right T-nilpotent. Then the following are equivalent:
(i)  is a right selnjective ring (QF-ring).
(ii) Ext1[ ;] = 0 and Hom [ ;] is an injective right  -module (and   is right
Noetherian and M  is nitely generated).
(2) If #= 0; then the following are equivalent:
(i)  is a right selnjective ring (QF-ring):
(ii) (a)  M;  Lann (M) are injective; and Hom [M;Lann (M)] = 0.
(b) The natural morphism  !End (M ) is an epimorphism (and  
is right Noetherian and M  is nitely generated).
A direct consequence of the above results is the following.
Corollary 6.9. Let   be a ring and M be a  { -bimodule such that the functor
−⊗  M : Mod( )!Mod( ) induces an equivalence −⊗  M : P  ! I  between the
category P  of projective right  -modules and the category I  of injective  -modules.
Then the trivial extension =  n0 M is QF.
Examples of rings satisfying the assumptions of the above corollary are rings with
a (Morita) self-duality, for instance Artin algebras.
7. Formulas for LFn CZ;Ext
n
F [Z(−);Z(−)] and spectral sequences
In this section we use spectral sequences to study further the relative homological
behaviour of DF(), with respect the proper class F =U−1(R ). We pose a condition
on the functor F for a nice behaviour of the derived spectral sequences. In general, we
get better estimates for F -gl:dimDF(), and more precise formulas for the functors
LFn CZ, Ext
n
F [Z(−);Z(−)], when we impose on the functor F the following vanishing
condition (see also [13]):
(y) LRi F j(FP) = 0; 8i; j  1; 8P 2 P(R ):
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In case the cleft extension is induced by a cleft extension of rings = n# M , the
vanishing condition (for the absolute theory) is the following:
Tor i [M;⊗ j M ] = 0; 8i; j  1:
These estimates and formulas become exact, when  = 0. Condition (y) will be very
useful in the study of the Butler{Horrocks spectral sequence. We begin with the fol-
lowing preliminary result:
Proposition 7.1. There is a functorial spectral sequence:
Ep;q2 = Ext
p
R [L
F
q C−; ?]) ExtnF [−;Z(?)]:
Proof. Let (X; f) 2 DF() and Y 2 D, and consider the functor hY :=D[−; Y ] :
D!Ab. Obviously, the right hY -acyclic objects of D with respect to R are pre-
cisely the objects of P(R ). Since C(P(F ))P(R ), the functor C sends objects of
P(F ) to hY -acyclic objects with respect to R . From the adjoint pair (C;Z) we have
an isomorphism hYC = DF()[−;Z(Y )]. Since RnR hY = ExtnR [−; Y ], and RnF hYC =
RnFDF()[−;Z(Y )] = ExtnF [−;Z(Y )], we have a third quadrant spectral sequence of
Grothendieck type Ep;q2 = Ext
p
R [L
F
q C(−); Y ] ) ExtnF [−;Z(Y )], if the F -associated
complex F (X;f) of any (X; f) 2 DF() has an R -proper R -projective resolution in
the sense of Cartan{Eilenberg. This happens in our case, as follows from our conven-
tions and the classical construction of the Grothendieck’s spectral sequence, see [18,35]
or [38].
As a corollary of the above proposition we have the following:
Corollary 7.2. Let (X; f) 2 DF() be an object with LFn C(X; f) = 0; 8n  1. Then
8Y 2 D; 8n  1; there is an isomorphism:
ExtnF [(X; f);Z(Y )] = ExtnR [C(X; f); Y ]:
If in addition KerC= 0; then F -p:d(X; f) =R -p:dC(X; f).
Proof. Trivial since the spectral sequence of Proposition 7.1 collapses. If KerC =0,
the result follows from Lemma 5.3.
Corollary 7.3. The following are equivalent for the cleft extension DF():
(i) The natural morphism Zi : ExtiR [−;−]!ExtiF [Z(−);Z(−)] induced by the
exact functor Z is an isomorphism; 8i  1.
(ii) The natural morphism Ui : ExtiF [Z(−);Z(−)]!ExtiR [−;−] induced by the
exact functor U is an isomorphism; 8i  1.
(iii) LFi CZ(P) = 0; 8i  1; 8P 2 P(R ):
(iv) LFi CZ= 0; 8i  1:
(v) Z(D) is extension-closed in DF() and L
F
i CZ(P) = 0; 8i  2; 8P 2 P(R ):
(vi)  is epic and LFi CZ(P) = 0; 8i  2; 8P 2 P(R ):
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Proof. (i) , (ii) Trivial since Ui  Zi = IdExti
R
[−;−]; 8i  1. (iii) , (iv) Assuming
(iii), let X 2 D, and P!X be an R -projective resolution of X . Then Z(P)!Z(X )
is an F -exact complex consisting of C-acyclic objects with respect to R . Hence
LFi CZ(X ) = Hi[CZ(P
)] = 0; 8i  1, since CZ= IdD. The other direction is trivial.
(iv)) (v) It suces to show that LF1 CZ=0 i  is epic. But 8X 2 D: LF1 CZ(X )=
Coker(X ). (v), (vi) Obviously Z(D) is extension closed i the morphism Z1 is an
isomorphism. Since Z1 is always split monic and
Coker(Z1) = Ext1[Z(X );Z(Y )] = D[Z(X );Z(Y )] = D[Coker(X ); Y ];
we have that Z(D) is extension closed i  is epic. (iv) ) (i) Assuming (iv), the
spectral sequence of Proposition 7.1 for f = 0, collapses, so the horizontal edge mor-
phism ei : ExtiR [X; Y ]!ExtiF [Z(X );Z(Y )]; 8X; Y 2 D; 8i  1 is an isomorphism.
It is easy to see that ei coincides with the natural morphism Zi induced by the ex-
act functor Z. (i) ) (iv) The proof consists of a simple induction argument and
Theorem 5:12, p. 328 of [8].
7.1. The vanishing condition (y) :LRi F j(FP) = 0; 8i; j  1; 8P 2 P(R ) and its
consequences
Throughout this subsection we assume that condition (y) cited above holds. The
next lemma describes an equivalent formulation of (y) and indicates some useful con-
sequences.
Lemma 7.4. () Consider the following conditions:
(i) LRi F(F
jP) = 0; 8i; j  1; 8P 2 P(R ):
(ii) LRi F
j(FP) = 0; 8i; j  1; 8P 2 P(R ):
(iii) LFi CT(F
jP) = 0; 8i; j  1; 8P 2 P(R ):
Then (i), (ii)) (iii) and if KerC= 0; then these conditions are equivalent.
() If one of the above conditions is true; then we have natural isomorphisms:
LFn CZ =Ln CZ; LFn+mCZ =LFn CmZ : P(R )!D; 8n; m  0:
Proof. () (i) ) (ii) Assuming (i), the functor Fr; 8r  1, sends R -projectives to
F-acyclic objects with respect to R . Hence there exists a family of spectral sequences
of Grothendieck type:
rE2p;q =L
R
p F[L
R
q F
r(X )])LRn Fr+1(X ); 8X 2 D; 8r  1:
We apply induction to j  0; the hypothesis ensures that (ii) is true for j = 1, and
we assume that is true for j − 1. We set X = FP, for P 2 P(R ) and consider
the spectral sequence j−1E2p;q. From the induction hypothesis this spectral sequence
collapses, thus LRp F[F
j−1(FP)] =LRp F[F
jP] = LRp F j(FP); 8p  1. Hence since
by our hypothesis LRp F[F
jP] = 0; 8j  1, we have that LRp F j(FP) = 0; 8p  1,
which completes the proof. Part (ii)) (i) is similar to (i)) (ii) and the rest follows
from Theorem 4.7. Part () is easy and is left to the reader.
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Theorem 7.5. If DF() is admissible; then the following are equivalent:
(i) F -gl:dimDF()<1:
(ii) (a) R -gl:dimD<1:
(b) 9m  0: Ln CZ(P) = 0; 8n  m+ 1; 8P 2 P(R ).
Setting m0 = minfm  0 :Ln CZ(P) = 0; 8n  m+ 1; 8P 2 P(R )g; we have
R -gl:dimD  F -gl:dimDF()  m0 + 2 R -gl:dimD:
Proof. (i) ) (ii) Follows from Theorem 5.6, and Lemma 7.4(). (ii) ) (i) By
Theorem 5.6(2), it is enough to show that if R -gl:dimD<1, and m0 is as in the
statement of the Theorem, then F -gl:dimDF()  m0 + 2 R -gl:dimD. Suppose that
R -gl:dimD= n<1, and for an arbitrary X 2 D, choose an R -projective resolution
0!Pn!Pn−1!    !P0!X ! 0, with corresponding R -syzygies K0; K1; : : : ; Kn−1=
Pn. From the long exact sequence induced by the F -exact sequence 0!Z(K0)!
Z(P0)!Z(X )! 0, using our hypothesis we have LFm0+k+1CZ(X ) = LFm0+kCZ(K0);
8k  1. In the same way from the long exact sequence induced by the F -exact
sequence 0!Z(K1)!Z(P1)!Z(K0)! 0, using our hypothesis we have LFm0+k+1
CZ(K0) = LFm0+kCZ(K1); 8k  1. Similarly LFm0+k+1CZ(Ki) = LFm0+kCZ(Ki−1);
8k  1; 8i = 0; 1; : : : ; n− 1. Hence
LFm0+n+1CZ(X )
=LFm0+nCZ(K0) =LFm0+n−1CZ(K1) =   
   =LFm0+1CZ(Kn−1) =LFm0+1CZ(Pn) =Lm0+1CZ(Pn) = 0:
We conclude that LFm0+n+1CZ(X )= 0; 8X 2 D. But since DF() is F -admissible, we
have LFm0+n+1C= 0. Finally by Theorem 5.6, we have the formula F -gl:dimDF() 
m0 + n+R -gl:dimD= m0 + 2 R -gl:dimD.
As a corollary we get a generalization of the main result of [13] about the global
dimension of the trivial extension DF(0).
Corollary 7.6. If = 0; then the following are equivalent:
(i) F -gl:dimDF(0)<1:
(ii) (a) R -gl:dimD<1:
(b) The functor F is nilpotent.
If c(F) is the nilpotency class of F; we have the bounds:
R -gl:dimD  F -gl:dimDF(0)  c(F) + 2 R -gl:dimD:
Proof. If =0 then DF(0) is admissible and of courseLn CZ=F
n. HenceLn CZ(P)=
0; 8P 2 P(R ) , Fn(P) = 0; 8P 2 P(R ) , Fn = 0. The rest follows from the
previous theorem.
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Remark 7.7. Fix the abelian category D and the functor F . Consider the class H of
all nilpotent and associative \multiplications"  : F2!F in D. Set
8 2H : m() :=minfm  0: Ln CZ(P) = 0; 8n  m+ 1; 8P 2 P(R )g;
m(D; F; ) := supfm();  2Hg; @(D; F; ) := sup
:F2! F2H
fF -gl:dimDF()g:
It is clear that m(D; F; ) = m(0) = c(F), hence m(D; F; ) is independent of . We
conjecture that @(D; F; ) is also independent of  and
@(D; F; ) = F -gl:dimDF(0):
Clearly F -gl:dimDF(0)  @(D; F; ). Assuming the vanishing condition (y), by the
above results:
R -gl:dimD  @(D; F; )  c(F) + 2 R -gl:dimD:
If D is semisimple, so the homological theory is the absolute one, then for any
admissible DF(), we have that m() = gl:dimDF(), as follows from the isomor-
phism ExtnDF ()[Z(X );Z(Y )]
= D[Ln CZ(X );Z(Y )] = D[HnZ(X ); Y ], where Z(X ) is
the -associated complex of Z(X ). It follows in this case that @(D; F; ) = c(F) =
gl:dimDF(0) and the above conjecture is true. In particular if gl:dimDF(0)<1, or
equivalently if F is nilpotent, then
8 : gl:dimDF()  gl:dimDF(0) = c(F)<1:
Let = n# M be a cleft extension of rings. The tensor-nilpotency class c(M) of
M is the nilpotency class of the functor −⊗  M , i.e. c(M) =1 or c(M) = minfk 2
N: ⊗k+1  M = 0g. We leave to the reader to interpret the above Remark in the case
of rings, noting that by [6] the class of algebras =  n# M we obtain using tensor
nilpotent  { -bimodules M over semisimple k-algebras   over a eld k, coincides with
the class of triangular algebras, i.e. algebras without oriented cycles in their ordinary
quiver [3].
Corollary for Rings 7.8. Let =  n# M be a cleft extension of rings and assume
that # is nilpotent and Tor i [M;⊗ j M ] = 0; 8i; j  1. Then
(i) r:gl:dim<1.
(ii) r:gl:dim <1 and 9m  0 :Tor(; )n [ ;  ] = 0; 8n  m+ 1.
If m0 = minfm  0:Tor(; )n [ ;  ] = 0; 8n  m+ 1g; then
r:gl:dim   r:gl:dim  m0 + 2  r:gl:dim :
In particular if #= 0; then
r:gl:dim   r:gl:dim  c(M) + 2  r:gl:dim :
Our purpose now is to construct, 8X 2 D, an F -exact resolution of Z(X ) consisting
of C-acyclic objects with respect to F . We will use this resolution to compute the
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derived functors LFi CZ; Ext
i
F [Z(−);Z(−)]. We begin by considering an arbitrary
R -projective resolution PR (X ) of X :
   !Pn+1 an+1! Pn an!Pn−1!    !P1 a1!P0 a0!X ! 0:
Let an+1=ln+1kn be the canonical factorization of an+1, and let Kn=Im(an+1), 8n  0
be the corresponding R -syzygies of X .
Lemma 7.9. There exists an F -exact resolution of Z(X ) consisting of C-acyclic ob-
jects with respect to F ; of the form X F Z(X ):
   !T
0
@ M
p+q=n+1
FpPq
1
A $n!T
 M
p+q=n
FpPq
!
$n−1! T
0
@ M
p+q=n−1
FpPq
1
A !
   !T(P2  FP1  F2P0) $1!T(P1  FP0) $0!T(P0) !Z(X )! 0:
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 3.4, we have the following F -projective presenta-
tion of Z(X ): 0! (Q0; g0) 0!T(P0) 0!Z(X )! 0, where Q0 = K0  FP0;
g0 =

0 Fk0
0 P0

; 0 =

k0 0
0 1FP0

; 0 = t(a0; 0):
It is easy to see that we have an F -exact sequence 0! (Q1; g1) 1! T(P1  FP0) 1!
(Q0; g0)! 0. By induction we have F -exact sequences
0! (Qn−1; gn−1) n−1! T
0
@ M
p+q=n−1
FpPq
1
A n−1! (Qn−2; gn−2)! 0;
where Qn−1 =Kn−1
L
p+q=n−1 F
pPq. The Yoneda composition of the above F -exact
sequences, is the desired F -exact resolution of Z(X ), which by condition (y), consists
of C-acyclic objects with respect to F .
From the proof of the above lemma, an easy calculation shows that
C($n) =
0
BBBBBBBB@
an+1 0 0    0 0
0 (−1)nFan 0    0 0
0 1Pn−1 (−1)nF2an−1    0 0
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 0    n−1P1 (−1)nFna1
0 0 0    0 nP0
1
CCCCCCCCA
;
where jPi =
P j−1
k=0 (−1)kFkF j−k−1Pj : F j+1Pi!F jPi:
Theorem 7.10. The F -associated complex F Z(X ) of Z(X ) is quasi-isomorphic to the
complex CX F Z(X ); thus
LFn CZ(X ) = Hn[CX F Z(X )]; 8n  0:
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In particular if = 0; then
LFn CZ =
M
p+q=n
LRq F
p; 8n  0:
Proof. By Lemma 7.9, the F -exact resolution X F Z(X ) of Z(X ), consists of C-acyclic
objects. So LFi CZ(X ) = Hi[CX F Z(X )]; 8i  0. If =0, then jPi=0; 8i; j  0. Then
the assertion follows from the shape of the morphism C($n).
Corollary 7.11. If = 0; then the following are equivalent:
(i) F -gl:dimDF(0)<1:
(ii) (a) R -gl:dimD<1:
(b) 9n  0: Lp+q=nLRq Fp = 0:
If m= minfn  0: Lp+q=n+1LRq Fp = 0g; we have the bounds:
R -gl:dimD  F -gl:dimDF(0)  m+R -gl:dimD:
Corollary for Rings 7.12. Let =  n0 M be a trivial cleft extension of rings and
assume that Tor i [M;⊗ j  M ] = 0; 8i; j  1. Then
8X 2 Mod( ): Torn [X;  ] =
O
p+q=n
Tor q [X;⊗p  M ]; 8n  0;
gl:dim   gl:dim  min f n  0: Tor q [−;⊗p  M ] = 0;
8p+ q= n+ 1g+ gl:dim :
From now on we assume that D has enough R -injectives.
Theorem 7.13. 8X; Y 2 D; there exists an isomorphism:
ExtnF [Z(X );Z(Y )] = Hn[TotM]; 8n  0
where M =D[CX F Z(X ); I

R (Y )] is the double complex arising from an arbitrary
R -injective resolution IR (Y ) of Y in D. In particular if = 0; then
ExtnF [Z(X );Z(Y )] =
M
p+q=n
R
p
RD[F
qX; Y ]; 8n  0:
Proof. For any X 2 D, consider the F -projective resolution PZ(X )F , constructed in Sec-
tion 3, and the F -exact C-acyclic resolution X F Z(X ) constructed above. Obviously, the
identity morphism of Z(X ) induces a morphism of resolutions  : PZ(X )F !X F Z(X ).
By Theorem 7.10, the morphism C() is a quasi-isomorphism, i.e. C() induces
an isomorphism Hn[C()] : Hn[C(P
Z(X )
F )]!Hn[C(X F Z(X ))] = LFn CZ(X ); 8n 
0. For any Y 2 D, the morphism C(), induces a morphism of complexes:  =
D[C(); Y ] : D[C(X F Z(X )); Y ]!D[C(PZ(X )F ); Y ], and in turn  induces a mor-
phism in cohomology Hn() : Hn[D[C(X F Z(X )); Y ]]!Hn[D[C(PZ(X )F ); Y ]]. By
Section 3, we have an isomorphism: Hn[D[C(PZ(X )F ); Y ]] = ExtnF [Z(X );Z(Y )]. Hence
we have a well-dened morphism
Hn() : Hn[D[C(X F Z(X )); Y ]]!ExtnF [Z(X );Z(Y )]; 8n  0:
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Consider now an R -injective resolution IR (Y ) of Y in D, and denote by M
 =
D[CX F Z(X ); I

R (Y )]; N
 = D[CPZ(X )F ; I

R (Y )] the induced double complexes. The
morphism , extends to a morphism of double complexes  : M!N  and we
have the following usual spectral sequences arising from M; N :
(i) I 1E
p;q
2 = IH
q[ IIHp(M)]) Hp+q[TotM];
(ii) II 1E
p;q
2 = IIH
p[ IHq(M)]) Hp+q[TotM];
(iii) I 2E
p;q
2 = IH
q[ IIHp(N )]) Hp+q[TotN ];
(iii) II 2E
p;q
2 = IIH
p[IH
q(N )]) Hp+q[TotN ].
Calculating the spectral sequence (ii), we have
IHq(M) = Hq[D[CX F Z(X ); Ip]] = D[LFq CZ(X ); Ip]:
Hence II 1E
p;q
2 =Ext
p
R [L
F
q CZ(X ); Y ]. Similarly calculating the spectral sequence (iii),
we see easily that (iii) collapses giving isomorphisms:
I
2En;02 = ExtnF [Z(X );Z(Y )] = Hn[TotN ]; 8n  0:
Finally calculating the spectral sequence (iv), we get as in the case of (ii) that
II
2Ep;q2 = ExtpR [LFq CZ(X ); Y ]:
Now the morphism  : M!N , induces a morphism of spectral sequences
(ii) ! (iv), such that  induces isomorphisms between the terms II 1Ep;q2 ; II 2Ep;q2 .
From the Comparison Theorem of spectral sequences, see [8], the morphism  :
M!N , induces isomorphisms in cohomology: Hn() : Hn(TotM)!
Hn(TotN ); 8n  0. Since Hn(TotN ) is isomorphic to ExtnF [Z(X );Z(Y )], we
get nally that  induces isomorphisms:
ExtnF [Z(X );Z(Y )] = Hn(TotM); 8X; Y 2 D; 8n  0:
Suppose now = 0. Then from the shape of the complex CX F Z(X ), we have
(TotM)n =
M
p+q=n
D[CX F Z(X )p; I
q] =
M
p+q=n
D
" M
r+s=p
FrPs; I q
#
=
M
p+q=n
M
r+s=p
D[FrPs; I q]:
Hence (TotM)n =
L
p+q=n(TotK

q )
p, where TotKq is the total complex of the
double complex D[Fq(PR (X )); I

R (Y )] and P

R (X ) is an R -projective resolution of
X . Consequently Hn[TotM] =
L
p+q=n H
p[TotKq ]; 8n  0. From the complex
TotKq , we see directly that H
p[TotKq ] = R
p
RD[F
qX; Y ] is the pth right derived
functor of the nonbalanced functor D[Fq−;−] : Dop D!Ab. We conclude that
ExtnF [Z(X );Z(Y )] =
M
p+q=n
Hp[TotKq ] =
M
p+q=n
R
p
RD[F
qX; Y ]; 8n  0:
The case  = 0 in the previous theorem as well as in the following corollaries
generalizes, simplies and completes all the analogous results of [31].
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Corollary 7.14. If = 0; then
F -gl:dimDF(0) = sup
8<
:n  0:
M
p+q=n+1
R
p
RD[F
q−;−] = 0
9=
; :
Corollary for Rings 7.15. = n0M be a trivial cleft extension of rings and assume
that Tor i [M;⊗ j M ] = 0; 8i; j  1. Then
gl:dim= sup
8<
:n  0:
M
p+q=n+1
RpHom [−⊗ (⊗q M);−] = 0
9=
; :
7.2. Morphism and comma categories, categories of complexes
Corollary 7.16. If = 0; and the following vanishing condition (yy) below is true:
(yy) LRi F(FP) = 0; 8i  0; 8P 2 P(R )
then we have the following:
LFn CZ=L
R
n−1F; Ext
n
F [Z(X );Z(Y )] = ExtnF [X; Y ]Rn−1R D[FX; Y ]; 8n  1;
F -gl:dimDF(0) = maxfR -gl:dimD; fn  0: Rn−1R D[F−;−] = 0gg:
Proof. Condition (yy) ensures that F2 = 0, and that the vanishing condition (y) is true
for F . The rest follows from Corollary 7.14.
Corollary for Rings 7.17. Let  =  n0 M be a trivial cleft extension of rings and
assume that Tor i [M;M ] = 0; 8i  0. Then 8X; Y 2 Mod( ); 8n  1 :
Torn [X; ] =Tor n−1[X ; M ];
Extn[X; Y] = Extn[X ; Y ]Rn−1 Hom [X ⊗  M; Y ];
gl:dim= maxfgl:dim ; supfn  0: Rn−1 Hom [−⊗ M;−] = 0g:
Let G : D!E be a right exact functor between abelian categories, and let C =
(D; G;E) be the induced comma-category. As in Section 2, C can be considered as a
trivial extension of D  E by the right exact functor F : D  E!D  E given by
F(A; B) = (0; GA). It is clear that the functor F satises the condition (yy) of Corol-
lary 7.16. Hence we have the following.
Corollary 7.18. 8(X1; Y1); (X2; Y2) 2 C; 8n  0 :
ExtnC[Z(X1; Y1);Z(X2; Y2)] = ExtnD[X1; X2] ExtnE[Y1; Y2]Rn−1D E[GX1; Y2]:
gl:dimC = maxfgl:dimD; gl:dimE; supfn: RnHomDE[G−;−] = 0gg:
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Let RMS be an R-S-bimodule, and let
(
R RMS
0 S

be the induced triangular matrix ring.
A direct consequence of the above result is the following.
Corollary for Rings 7.19.
r:gl:dim

R RMS
0 S

=max fr:gl:dim: R; r:gl:dim S;
supfn: Rn−1HomRS [−⊗RMS;−] = 0gg:
Let Dn be the category of composable morphisms of length n− 1, over the abelian
category D. Then Dn is a trivial extension (of Dn−1D), as is the category C[0; n](D)
of complexes of length n over D. Let C;(D) be the category of complexes over D and
let Cb(D); C−(D) and C+(D), be the full subcategories of bounded, bounded below
and bounded above complexes, respectively. The following is a trivial consequence of
the above results.
Corollary 7.20. 8n  0: gl:dimDn = gl:dimC[0; n](D) = n+ gl:dimD;
gl:dimC(D) =1 for =b;−;+; ;:
7.3. The Butler{Horrocks spectral sequence
For any object (X; f) 2 DF() we consider the F -projective resolution of (X; f):
P
(X;f)
F :    !T(Pp)
(X; f)p−! T(Pp−1)!    !T(P0)
(X; f)0−!(X; f)! 0
and the functorial -projective resolutions of the objects (X; f);T(Pp); 8p  0:
P
(X;f)
 :    !T(FqX )
(X; f)q−!T(Fq−1X )!    !T(X ) (X; f)−!(X; f)! 0;
P
T(Pp)
 :    !T(FqPp  Fq+1Pp)

T(Pp)
q! T(Fq−1Pp  FqPp)!
   !T(FPp  F2Pp)

T(Pp)
1! T(Pp  FPp)
T(Pp)! T(Pp)! 0
constructed in Section 3. All these resolutions are imbedded in the following complex
of -projective resolutions:
   !PT(Pp) !PT(Pp−1) !    !PT(P1) !PT(P0) !P(X;f) ! 0: (1)
The dierentials in (1) are TFqU((X;f)p ) : P
T(Pp)
p !PT(Pp−1)p . Now applying to this se-
quence the functor C, we obtain the following sequence of the -associated complexes
of the objects (X; f);T(Pp); 8p  0:
   !T(Pp)!T(Pp−1)!    !T(P1)!T(P0)!(X;f)! 0: (2)
The dierentials in (2) are FqU((X;f)p ) : 
p
T(Pp)!
p
T(Pp−1). Using the sign lemma
[35], we can view sequences (1) and (2) as rst-quadrant bicomplexes iM
(X;f)
 ; i =
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1; 2, in which we have deleted the rst row and column. Then 2M
(X;f)
p;q =
FqPp  Fq+1Pp; 8p; q  0 and the dierentials are given by 1p;q = FqU((X;f)p ) :
M (X;f)p;q !M (X;f)p−1;q; 2p;q = (−1)pC( T(Pp)q ) : M (X;f)p;q !M (X;f)p;q−1. Since the columns are
the -associated complexes of the objects T(Pp), all columns are contractible and
the rows are obtained from the deleted F -projective resolution of (X; f) by applying
succesively the functors FqU; 8 q  0. We observe that we have an augmentation
Tot1M
(X;f)
 ! (X; f)! 0.
Lemma 7.21. The total complex Tot1M
(X;f)
 is an F -exact resolution of (X; f); which
consists of C-acyclic objects with respect to F if the functor F satises the vanishing
condition (y); in which case
LFn C(X; f) = Hn[Tot1M (X;f) ]; 8n  0:
Proof. The rst part follows from the spectral sequence induced by the bicomplex
1M
(X;f)
 , and the second follows from the rst.
Now we dene the -projective resolution functor S : DF()!C0](DF()) to the
abelian category C0](DF()) of positive complexes of DF(), as follows: S(X; f) =
P
(X;f)
 , and if a : (X; f)! (Y; g) is a morphism in DF(), then S(a)i=T(Fia); 8i  0.
Let C0] : C0](DF())!C0](D) be the natural extension of the functor C : DF()!D,
and dene:
 = C0]S : DF()!C0](D):
Then (X; f)=(X;f)= the -associated complex of (X; f), and if a : (X; f)! (Y; g)
is a morphism in DF(), then (a)i=Fia; 8i  0. Complexes (1) and (2) are therefore
the images of P(X;f)F under the functors S; 
. Obviously  is a right F -exact and
-exact embedding. So it is interesting to consider the functors LFq 
. The objects
LFq 
(X; f) are by construction positive complexes in D. The following describes the
Butler{Horrocks spectral sequence for the functor C, induced by the inclusion of the
proper classes F , see [7,12].
Theorem 7.22. 8(X; f) 2 DF(); there is a spectral sequence of the form:
(!) E2p;q =L

p [L
F
q C](X; f) = HpL
F
q 
(X; f))LFn C(X; f):
If the vanishing condition (y) is true for F; then the following are equivalent:
(i) 8p; q  1 such that p+ q  n+ 1: LRp Fq = 0.
(ii) LFmC =LmC; 8m  n+ 1.
In particular if = 0; the vanishing condition (yy) of Corollary 7:16 is true for F;
and (i) above holds; then LFmC= 0; 8m  n+ 1.
Proof. We compute the spectral sequences arising from the bicomplex 2M
(X;f)
 . For
the rst ltration, since the columns are contractible, we have IE2p;q = 0; 8q  1,
and IE2p;0 = Hp[F

(X;f)]. Thus the spectral sequence arising from the rst ltration
collapses, and IE2n;0 = LFn C(X; f) = Hn[Tot ( 2M (X;f) )]; 8n  0: For ltration II, we
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have H 1p;q[ 2M
(X;f)
 ]=Ker(FpU(q))=Im(FpU(q+1))=(LFq 
(X; f))p. Hence IIE2p;q=
Hp(LFq 
(X; f)).
Suppose now that condition (y) is true for F . Then the underline graded object of the
complex LFq 
(X; f) is LRp F
qX; 8p; q  1: Indeed, as we have seen (LFq (X; f))p
= Ker(FpU(q))=Im(FpU(q+1)). But this homology is obtained applying the F -
exact functor U to the F -projective resolution P(X;f)F of (X; f) and then applying
to the resulting R -exact sequence U[P(X;f)F ] the functor F
p. By (y), the R -exact
resolution U[P(X;f)F ] of X consists of F
p-acyclic objects with respect to R . So
Ker(FpU(q))=Im(FpU(q+1))=(LFq 
(X; f))p =LRp FqX; 8p; q  1. Observe that
IIE2p;0 = Hp(
(X; f)) = Hp[(X;f)] =LpC(X; f).
That (i) ) (ii) follows easily from the theory of spectral sequences, and the proof
of (ii) ) (i), consists of a simple induction argument and is left to the reader.
Combining Theorems 5:11(2) and 7:22, we have the following:
Corollary 7.23. Suppose that the vanishing condition (y) is true for F; and 8p  0;
q  1: p+ q= n+ 1; LRp Fq = 0: Then
F -f :gl:dimDF()  n+R -f :gl:dimD:
The sequence of complexes (2), viewed as a bicomplex, has been constructed in an
ad hoc manner in case =0 in [13]. The above theorem and corollary generalizes and
improves all the corresponding results of [13].
Corollary for Rings 7.24. Let = n# M be a cleft extension of rings. and suppose
that Tor i [M;⊗ j M ]=0; 8i; j  1. If Tor q [−;⊗p  M ]=0; 8p  1; q  1: p+q=n+1;
then Tori [−;  ] = Tor(; )i [−;  ]; 8i  n + 1. If Tor q [−;⊗p  M ] = 0; 8p  0;
q 1: p+ q= n+ 1; then
r:f :gl:dim  n+ r:f :gl:dim :
8. A homological quide to the truncated extensions of rings and abelian categories
Throughout this section we consider a t-truncated extension Dnt F of the abelian
category D by the right exact functor F , where t  0. We recall that the objects
of Dnt F are of the form (X; f) where f :FX !X is a morphism in D such that
ft+1 = 0, where fi :=Fif  Fi−1f      F2f  Ff  f: Fi+1X !X . From Section 2
we have an isomorphism of categories A :Dnt F!D ~F( ~), for an ~-extension, where
~F :=
Lt+1
i=1 F
i and ~ : ~F
2! ~F is a suitable associative morphism. Hence we can apply
the results of the previous sections, using the isomorphism A. We point out that the
absolute homology of Dnt F in the case F is exact, is studied in [27] using triple
complexes. We begin the study of the F ; -homology of Dnt F by determining the
-associated complex of an arbitrary object (X; f) of Dnt F . We denote by F ;  the
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usual proper classes in Dnt F and in D ~F( ~). From the isomorphism A above and the
shape of the -associated complex (X;f) of an object (X; f) 2 D ~F( ~), it follows that
(X;f) is too big for calculations. However we have the following:
Lemma 8.1. 8(X; f) 2 Dnt F = D ~F( ~); the -associated complex (X;f) of (X; f)
is homotopy equivalent to the following complex:
t(X;f):    !F(2n+1)X
F(2n)f−−−−−! F(2n)X −F
(2n−1)ft−−−−−! F(2n−1)X !
   !F(3)X −F
(2)f−−−−−! F(2)X F
(1)ft−−−−−! F(1)X −F
(0)f−−−−−! F(0)X ! 0;
where  :N!N is the function dened by
(n) =

m  (t + 2) if n= 2  m;
m  (t + 2) + 1 if n= 2  m+ 1:
Proof. Let (X; f) 2 Dnt F . Then we have a short exact sequence:
0!
 
t+1M
i=1
FiX; 0
!
0!T(X ) $(X; f)! (X; f)! 0;
where $ is the counit of the adjunction (T;U), dened by $(X;f)= t(1X ; f0; f1; : : : ; ft),
where 0:
Lt+2
i=2 F
iX !Lt+1i=1 FiX is represented by a (t + 1) (t + 1) matrix (ai; j),
where ai;1 = −Ffi; i = 0; 1; : : : ; t; ai; i+1 = 1Fi+1X ; i = 0; 1; : : : ; t; and all other entries
are zero, and nally 0 = ker($(X;f)). Next we have the following exact sequence in
Dnt F :
0! (Ft+2X; Ft+2f0) 1!T(FX ) 1!
 
t+1M
i=1
FiX; 0
!
! 0;
where 1 is represented by a (t + 1)  (t + 2) matrix (ai; j), where ai; i−1 = −Fi−1f0;
i = 2; : : : ; t + 1, ai; i = 1FiX ; i = 1; : : : ; t + 1, and all other entries are zero, and nally
1 = ker(1). The Yoneda composition of the above sequences gives the following
exact sequence:
0! (Ft+2X; Ft+2f0)!T(FX )!T(X )! (X; f)! 0:
Continuing the above procedure starting now with (Ft+2X; Ft+2f0), and using the func-
tion , we have a resolution of (X; f):
   !T(F(n)X )!T(F(n−1)X )!    !T(F(0)X )! (X; f)! 0 (1)
Obviously (1) is a functorial -projective resolution of (X; f) in Dnt F . We denote
(1) by tP(X;f) . Now using the isomorphism A;A(tP
(X;f)
 ) is a -projective resolution
of A(X; f) in D ~F( ~). Hence A(tP
(X;f)
 ) is homotopy equivalent to P
A(X;f)
 , and this
implies that A(X;f) is homotopy equivalent to
t(X;f).
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We note the function  is dened in [27]. From now on we view the isomorphism
A as an identication, and we call the complex t(X;f), the t-truncated -associated
complex of (X; f). In case t = 0, then (and only then) DF(0) = Dn0 F is the trivial
extension,  = IdN and 0(X;f) = 

(X;f). Having established a convenient description
of (X;f) as
t(X;f), we can apply the results of the previous sections, observing that
in Dnt F we have KerC = 0, since by Remark 5.2(3), Dnt F is F -admissible.
Many of these results apply directly to the truncated case. Namely the results that
are independent of the multiplication ~. This is true, for example, for Theorem 4.11
concerning lifting of tilting objects. This theorem is true as stated replacing everywhere
F with ~F=
Lt+1
i=1 F
i. Now we state some results which depend on the index t in DntF .
Corollary 8.2. The following are equivalent for the cleft extension Dnt F .
(i) F -gl:dimDnt F  1:
(ii) (a) R -gl:dimD  1:
(b) F is R -exact.
(c) Ft+2 = 0:
(d) 8X 2 D: FX 2 P(R ):
If condition (i) is true; then Dnt F is isomorphic to the free cleft extension D(F).
Proof. Exactly as in Proposition 6.1.
Corollary for Rings 8.3. Let = nt M be the t-truncated cleft extension of   by
M; t  0. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) =  nt M is right hereditary.
(ii) (a)   is right hereditary; and  M is at.
(b) ⊗t+2  M = 0.
(c) 8X 2 Mod( ) : X ⊗  M is a projective right  -module.
Corollary 8.4. The following are equivalent for the cleft extension Dnt F :
(i) F -gl:dimDnt F  2.
(ii) (a) Ft+3 =LR1 F
t+2 =LR2 F
i = 0; 8i = 1; 2; : : : ; t + 1.
(b) 8P 2 P(R ):LR1 FF(P) = 0.
(c) 8X 2 D: Ft+2X; LR1 FX 2 P(R ).
(d) 8X 2 D the naturally induced morphism ’X is an epimorphism:
’X : D[LR1 F(X ) Ft+2X;−]!Ext2R [FX;−] Ext3R [X;−]:
Proof. The proof is the same as in Corollary 6.4, using Theorem 6.3.
Corollary for Rings 8.5. Let = nt M be the t-truncated cleft extension of   by
M; t  0. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) r:gl:dim  2.
(ii) (a) ⊗t+3  M = Tor 1 (M;M) = 0 and w:d ⊗t+2  M = 0; w:d ⊗i  M  1; 8i=
1; 2; : : : ; t + 1.
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(b) 8X 2 Mod( ) : X ⊗t+2  M; Tor 1 (X;M) are projective right  -modules.
(c) 8X 2 Mod( ); the naturally induced morphism:
Hom [Tor 1 (X;M) X ⊗  (⊗t+2  M);−]!Ext2 [X ⊗  M;−] Ext3 [X;−]
is an epimorphism.
With the notation preceding the Proposition 6.6 we have the following:
Corollary 8.6. The following are equivalent for the cleft extension Dnt F :
(i) Dnt F is F -Frobenius.
(ii) The following are true 8P 2 P(R ); 8I 2 I(R ); 8i = 0; 1; : : : ; t:
(a) Ft+1P; Ker(FiP) 2 I(R ).
(b) Gt+1I; Coker(GiI ) 2 P(R ).
(c) FiP is epic and GKer(P  GFP      GtFtP) = 0.
(d) GiI is monic and FCoker(FtGtI      FGI  I ) = 0.
Hence if the category D is R -Frobenius; then the category Dnt IdD of (t + 1)-
nilpotent endomorphisms of D is F -Frobenius.
Proof. The proof is as in Corollary 6.7, using Lemma 5.3 and the t-truncated -
associated complex of the objects T(P), H(I).
We recall now the vanishing condition
(y) LRi F j(FP) = 0; 8i; j  1; 8P 2 P(R )
of the last section. We dene the t-truncated nilpotency class ct(F) of F to be 1 if
F is non-nilpotent, otherwise ct(F) = minfm  0: F(m+1) = 0g.
Theorem 8.7. Let Dnt F be the t-truncated extension of D by F; t  0.
(1) The following are equivalent:
(i) The natural morphisms i :LFi C!Li C; 8i  0 are isomorphisms.
(ii) The functor F is R -exact.
If one of the above statements is true; then 8(X; f) 2 Dnt F; 8n  1:
LF2n−1C(X; f) = Ker(F(2n−2)f)=Im(F(2n−1)ft);
LF2nC(X; f) = Ker(F(2n−1)ft)=Im(F(2n)f);
LFn CZ =Ln CZ = F(n); 8n  0:
(2) Suppose that condition (y) is true for F. The following are equivalent:
(i) F -gl:dimDnt F <1.
(ii) R -gl:dimD<1 and F is nilpotent.
In any case we have the bounds:
R -gl:dimD  F -gl:dimDnt F  ct(F) + 2 R -gl:dimD:
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(3) Suppose that the vanishing condition (y) is true for F. Then
LFn CZ =
M
p+q=n
LRq F
(p); 8n  0;
ExtnF [Z(X );Z(Y )] =
M
p+q=n
R
p
RD[F
(q)X; Y ]; 8n  0;
F -gl:dimDnt F = sup
8<
:n  0:
M
p+q=n+1
R
p
RD[F
(q)−;−] = 0
9=
; :
Proof. (1) Since the statement is independent of ~, this is true by Theorem 4.7. The
last assertion follows from the description of tZ(X ). Part (2) follows directly from
Theorem 7.5, and the proof of part (3) is similar to the proof of Theorems 7.10 and
7.13. The necessary modications are left to the reader.
Corollary for Rings 8.8. Let  =  nt M be a t-truncated cleft extension of   by
M; t  0. Assume that Tor i [M;⊗ j M ] = 0; 8i; j  1.
(1)
Torn [Z−;  ] =
M
p+q=n
Tor p [−;⊗(q)  M ]; 8n  0:
In particular: Torn [ ;  ] = ⊗(n)  M . If in addition Tor q [−;⊗p M ]=0; 8p; q  1: p+
q= n; then Tori [−;  ] =Tor(; )i [−;  ]; 8i  n.
(2)
Extn[Z−;Z− ] =
M
p+q=n
RpHom [−⊗(q)  M;−];
Torn [Z−;Z− ] =
M
p+q=n
Lp[−⊗(q)  M ⊗  −];
r:gl:dim= supfn  0: RpHom [−⊗(q)  M;−] = 0; 8p+ q= n+ 1g;
w:gl:dim= supfn  0:Lp[−⊗(q)  M − ] = 0; 8p+ q= n+ 1g:
(3) Suppose that  M is at. Then we have the following:
Extn[Z−;Z− ] =
M
p+q=n
Extp  [−⊗(q)  M;−];
Torn [Z−;Z− ] =
M
p+q=n
Tor p [−⊗(q)  M;−];
r:gl:dim= supfn  0: Extp  [−⊗(q)  M;−] = 0; 8p+ q= n+ 1g;
w:gl:dim= supfn  0:Tor p [−⊗(q)  M;−] = 0; 8p+ q= n+ 1g:
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We leave to the reader to state the corresponding results about F -f :gl:dimDnt F
and f :gl:dim  nt M , applying for example Theorem 5.11, or using the techniques
developed so far. The isomorphisms of part (2) in Corollary 8:8 take a more familiar
form under some mild conditions on  ; X; Y :
Proposition 8.9. Suppose that   is a k-algebra over a commutative ring k; which
acts centrally on M. Let   be k-projective; Tor i [M;⊗ j M ] = 0; 8i; j  1; and let
=  nt M be the t-truncated cleft extension. Let X; Y 2 Mod( ); W 2 Mod( op)
and let  e =   ⊗k  op be the enveloping ring of   over k.
(1) If Extnk [X; Y ] = 0; 8n  1; then
Extn[Z(X );Z(Y )] =
M
p+q=n
Extp e [⊗(q)  M;Homk(X; Y )]; 8n  0:
(2) If Torkn [X;W ] = 0; 8n  1; then
Torn [Z(X );Z(W )] =
M
p+q=n
Tor 
e
p [⊗(q)  M; X ⊗k W ]; 8n  0:
Proof. It is easy to see that we have an natural isomorphism, 8q  1:
Hom e [⊗q  M;Homk(X; Y )] = Hom [X ⊗  (⊗q M); Y ]:
From this isomorphism, the hypotheses and standard arguments [8], we have
RpHom [X ⊗q  M; Y ] = Extp e [⊗q  M;Homk(X; Y )]:
Hence by Theorem 8:8, part (1) follows and (2) is similar.
The t-truncated tensor nilpotent class of the bimodule M is dened by
ct(M) = minfn  0: ⊗(n+1)  M = 0g:
Corollary 8.10. Let   be a nite-dimensional k-algebra over an algebraically closed
eld k; which acts centrally on M. Let Tor i [M;⊗ j M ] = 0; 8i; j  1; and consider
the t-truncated cleft extension =  nt M of   by M; t  0. Then
gl:dim= maxfct(M); p:d e(⊗(i)  M) + i; i = 0; 1; : : : ; ct(M)g:
Proof. Follows from the previous proposition and the fact that in our case all simple
 e-modules are of the form Homk(S; T ) for simple  -modules S; T .
The following is a version of the Strong No Loops Conjecture [20,27].
Corollary 8.11. Let S be a simple object of D without selfextensions; i.e. we have
Ext1R [S; S] = 0; and consider the t-truncated extension Dnt F of D by F. If the
vanishing condition (y) is true for F; for the simple object Z(S) of Dnt F; consider
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the following statements:
(i) Ext1F [Z(S);Z(S)] 6= 0.
(ii) Ext1[Z(S);Z(S)] 6= 0.
(iii) Exti[Z(S);Z(S)] 6= 0; 8i  0.
(iv) ExtiF [Z(S);Z(S)] 6= 0; 8i  0.
(v) F -p:dZ(S) =1.
Then (i) , (ii) ) (iii) ) (iv) ) (v). In particular if D is semisimple; then for
any simple object Z(S) of Dnt F with Ext1DntF [Z(S);Z(S)] 6= 0; we have
ExtiDntF [Z(S);Z(S)] =D[F
(i)S; S] 6= 0; 8i  0
and p:dDntFZ(S) =1.
Proof. Since Ext1F [Z(S);Z(S)] = Ext1[Z(S);Z(S)]  Ext1R [S; S], the hypothesis im-
plies that (i) , (ii). From the t-truncated -associated complex tZ(S), we see that
8i  0: Exti[Z(S);Z(S)] = D[F(i)S; S] and this is a direct summand of ExtiF [Z(S);
Z(S)] as follows from part (3) of the previous theorem. Hence (iii) ) (iv). Since S
is simple and F is right exact, trivially (ii) ) (iii). The implication (iv) ) (v) is
obvious.
Corollary for Rings 8.12. Let =  nt M be a t-truncated cleft extension of   by
M; t  0; and suppose that Tor i [M;⊗ j M ]=0; 8i; j  1. Let S be a simple  -module
with Ext1 [S; S] = 0. If for the simple -module Z(S) we have Ext
1
[Z(S);Z(S)] 6= 0;
then Exti[Z(S);Z(S)] 6= 0; 8i  0 and p:dZ(S) =1.
Let  be a nite-dimensional k-algebra over the algebraically closed eld k. Let
fS1; S2; : : : ; Sng be a complete set of isomorphism classes of simple right -modules
and let Pi be the projective cover of Si. The Cartan matrix C() of  is the n  n
matrix with entries Cij() = dimk Hom[Pi; Pj]. It is conjectured by Eilenberg that if
 has nite global dimension, then DetC() = 1.
Proposition 8.13. Let   be a semisimple k-algebra over the algebraically closed eld
k and let  =   nt M be a t-truncated cleft extension of   by M; t  0. If
gl:dim<1; then DetC() = 1.
Proof. First we show that Cii() = 1; 8i = 1; : : : ; n. From the adjoint pair (T;U) we
have that Hom[T(Si);T(Si)] = Hom [Si; Si  FSi  F2Si      Ft+1Si]. If Hom
[Si; FkSi] 6= 0 for some k = 1; 2; : : : ; t + 1, then we have a monomorphism Si ,! FkSi
which splits since   is semisimple. Hence Si is a direct summand of FkSi. Consider the
trivial extension E :=Dn0Fk , where D=mod( ). Since  has nite global dimension,
we have that F , hence Fk is nilpotent. This implies that also that E has nite global
dimension. Now Ext1E[Z(Si);Z(Si)] =D[F
kSi; Si] 6= 0. Since Z(Si) is a simple object
in E, from Corollary 8.11, we have that p:dZ(Si) =1 and this is impossible. Hence
Hom[Si; FkSi]=0, 8k=1; : : : ; t+1. This shows that Hom[T(Si);T(Si)]=Hom [Si; Si],
hence Cii() = 1, 8i = 1; : : : ; n.
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Next, we show that if i 6= j and Cij() 6= 0, then Cji() = 0. Indeed otherwise
we have as above nonzero split monics Si ,! FkSj and Sj ,! FmSi, where 1 
k; m  t + 1. Then we have a nonzero split monic Sj ,! FmSi ,! Fk+mSj. But then
Hom [Fk+mSj; Sj] 6= 0. By the above argument this is impossible. Since Cii() =
1; 8i = 1; : : : ; n and for i 6= j, Cij() 6= 0 implies Cji() = 0, we can arrange the
simples in such a way that C() is an upper triangular matrix with all diagonal entries
equal to 1. Then obviously we have DetC() = 1.
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